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For Fleabag,
a break with
tradition

Own It Summit

Alumna on
diversity in
the office

Comedy group to leave
O’Connell House, hold
show in Vanderslice

Google exec Julie
Rollauer, BC ’97, to
return for Own It talk
By

By Ryan Dowd

Heights Editor

Corinne Duffy

Ending a tradition of 34 years, comedy
group My Mother’s Fleabag is leaving the
O’Connell House. America’s oldest collegiate
improv comedy troupe will move all its perfor-

Features Editor
Editor’s note: In April 2014, Georgetown University brought together over 30
nationally reputable speakers and 400
attendees through its inaugural OWN
IT Summit, a series of events aimed to
inspire and provide networking opportunities for college-age women. On March
29, the University will host the Summit
in Chestnut Hill through co-sponsors the
Undergraduate Government of Boston
College and BC Women in Business
alongside other partnerships, joining
founding institution Georgetown, the
University of Notre Dame, and Washington University at St. Louis in efforts to
teach, celebrate, and empower women.

mances down thehill to the Vanderslice Cabaret Room, largely in response to an increased
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Josh Behrens, A&S ’lB, was among the students to speak Friday at the second Rights on the Heights rally on campus.

On free speech, a loud dissent
Second Rights on the Heights rally maintains call for University
to ease perceived restrictions on student free expression
By

“I think there’s definitely a place for
women to be more assertive and confident. And you know, I would be lying if
I told you that I was that assertive and
confident person graduating Boston
So, I would say that we have
College
to learn how to interrupt more because
we have great things to say. Leadership
doesn’t happen on an individual basis,
it really has to happen based on a community around us.”
For Julie Rollauer, BC ’97, all roads
have led toward and back to BC. A
legacy child who eventually married a
fellow graduate of the University and
has benefited from Eagle contacts and
CSOM insights throughout her career,
Rollauer—head of industry for consumer
packaged goods at Google New York and
facilitator for Women@Google’s new career growth program called “Stretch”—in
her personal and professional life has
repeatedly hearkened back to Chestnut
Hill. Nextweek Sunday, she will return as
an alumna for the Own It Summit, ready
to share and expand upon Madeleine
Albright’s advice to “learn to interrupt.”
Raised in Connecticut before moving to Bergen County, N.J. for high
school—which, coincidentally, is where
she currently resides—Rollauer
was an
eaglet from the very beginning. “I am
a legacy child, a legacy alumna, in that
my father graduated from Boston College in 1968. So, I have been attending
Boston College football games since I
was a fetus.” Her mother went to Regis
College in Weston, Mass., which was
then an all-female college, and she and
Rollauer’s father initially met at a mixer
on the Chestnut Hill campus.
“I had a bit of a project when I was
in fifth grade, entitled, ‘ln the year 2000,
I will be....’—you’ll
get a kick out of this.
In the year 2000—so
let’s see, in fifth
so,
when you’re 10
grade, it was 1985,
years old, 15 years in the future seems
like a really long way away, when, you
know, in reality it wasn’t all that far. But I
wrote, ‘ln the year 2000 I will be a graduate of Boston College, living in Beacon
Hill, Vice President of a major company,
engaged to a Harvard man—yeah, I don’t
know why Iput that, considering my dad
is so pro-BC —and singing in nightclubs
in my spare time.’”
Although she only went two for five
on her predictions—she
did graduate
from the University and sang in a band
with former BC bOp! members—Rollauer was certain from a very young age
...

See Rollauer, A4

Gus Merrell

Asst. News Editor
It was eerily similar to the first “Rights on the Heights”
rally held last December—the scene was cold, windy, and
overcast, with close to 100 students gathered in front of
Gasson Hall on Friday afternoon to express their concerns
about free speech on campus.
“Rights on the Heights II: The Struggle Continues”
brought together speakers from several different groups
on campus including the Undergraduate Government
of Boston College (UGBC) and the Social Justice Coalition. Since the event was focused on efforts from the
administration perceived as limiting to expression, the
rally also featured speakers from non-registered student
organizations Climate Justice at Boston College and Students for Sexual Health—both groups have, in the past
couple years, faced disciplinary action for unsanctioned
activities at BC.
In the week leading up to the rally, unidentified
students placed nearly 500 fliers around campus. The fliers—reading “This Poster Is Illegal Support Free Speech
@ BC”—were
hung without the approval of the Office of
Student Involvement in places fliers are restricted from
being posted.
“The irony of this is that the students who were given
a permit on Friday to go ahead and have a forum where
they’re exercising their free speech rights are the same
-

students who are saying there’s nofree speech on campus,”
Dean of Students Thomas Mogan said several days prior to
Friday’s rally. “So those students who have gone through
the correct process in terms of applying for a permit and
getting a permit will havethat opportunity to exercise their
free speech rights on campus to complain that there’s no
free speech on campus.”
Connor Bourff, executive vice president ofUGBC and
A&S T5, shared his perspective on what it is like to advocate for student rights when working with administrators.

Though he readily admitted that UGBC is not forthright
with students about their meetings with administrators, he
believed it was for a good reason. He said administrators
had toldhim that if the content ofhis meetings were shared
with the student body, it would “awaken the beast” of conservatism within the administration and alumni and would
impede UGBC’s progress as advocates for students.
Bourff said while the work that UGBC has done this
year on behalf of students exceeds that of others, many
of its tangible improvements have been pushed back by
administrators, including revisions to the Student Guide.
At the same time, he acknowledged that there were Jesuits,
faculty, and administrators who are supportive of the call
for increased transparency and freedoms for students.
“We must be clear in our message that the problem is

See Rights on the Heights, A8

enforcement offire coderestrictions, severely
limited audience sizes in its historic home. Itis
the hope ofthe group’s directors that, thisyear,

audiences won’t be left out in the cold.
Since the groups inaugural performances
a little more than 34 years ago, My Mother’s
Fleabag has called the O’Connell House home.
Itis where it has labored during Hell Week and
ultimately where it held its shows. Historically,
the O’Connell House has been a belovedlocation by both members of My Mother’s Fleabag
and the audience. The group and the audience
squish into the main foyer of the building’s
grand staircase room and sit back to hash out
some absurd situation.
On its 35th anniversary, improv comedy
club My Mother’s Fleabag will be staging
its twice annual show outside O’Connell for
the first time, in Fower Campus’ Vanderslice
Hall.
“It’s bringing Fleabag into the 21st century,” said Patrick Genovese, director of My
Mother’s Fleabag and A&S T5.
Until the fall of 2012, the group operated without restrictions in the O’Connell
House. In between the fall and spring show,
the University started to actively enforce
the building’s fire and infrastructure codes,
barring students from inhabiting the venue’s
balcony area and standing room space. And
in succeeding years, seating continued to be
cut in O’Connell House to the point where
the group had to sendback nearly 50 students
from the last show.
“We were racking our brains for months,
pretty much the whole year, really, just thinking, 'What are we gonna do?”’ Genovese said.
The group hadbeen discussing a possible
move from O’Connell House for a few years
before its current seniors directors Alex Dzialo, A&S 15, Sean Bloomstine, A&S 15, and

See Fleabag, A3

Relay draws nearly 1,500 for eighth annual event
Plex hosts overnight Relay for Life to

raise money for American Cancer Society
By Carolyn Freeman

in Massachusetts and the second in New

News Editor

England to do so.
For the first time, the event took place
in the Plex basketball court, rather than
the tennis court. The walls were covered in
posters: some had health tips—“ Help protect your skin from cancer by being smart
about sun safety”—while another, made of
brown paper, impelled participants to write
their reasons for joining Relay For Life on
it—“l
relay for my dad and grandparents.”
“The night could not have gone better,
in my opinion,” said Mark Maleri, event
chair of the BC Relay For Life Planning
Committee and CSOM 'l5. “You really have to hand it to the Entertainment
Committee, the Spirit Committee, and all
of the volunteers in the green shirts for
never losing steam and powering through
until 6 a.m.”
Maleri, who has been a Relay For Life
participant since he was in eighth grade,

The basketball court of the Flynn Recreation Complex, usually filled with the
squeaks and scuffles of students playing a
game, was draped with purple and white
streamers, brimming with music and
cheers Friday night into Saturday morning.
Boston College’s eighth annual Relay For
Life brought in nearly 1,500 participants
and almost $150,000. The event, which
took place from 6 p.m. Friday until 6 a.m.
Saturday, is a fundraiser hosted by the
American Cancer Society.

Before the event began on Friday, the
organization had raised about $142,000,

and over $5,000 more was raised during
the event. This money comes from credit
cards, day-of registration, and matching
gifts. This year’s Relay For Life reached
the $1 million mark in total fundraising
since the inception of the BC chapter
eight years ago. It is the first university
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See Relay, A2

Relay for Life, in its eighth year at BC, raised close to $150,000 for cancer research.
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Join a panel discussion of Oscar Romero on Monday at
7p.m. in Gasson 309 in light of his upcoming beatification on March 23. Hosted
by Arrupe El Salvador, the panel will
talk about the life and legacy of
Romero within the Church, and the
lasting impact he had.
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Hear Erin Nyman, senior vice president of marketing
for Hasbro, Inc. and MBA ’97, speak on
his career in the next installment
of the Distinguished Marketing
Lecture Series. The talk will be
on Tuesday, March 24 in Higgins
Hall, Room 300 at 7:30 p.m.

¦.‘•¦’V

Take part in the dialogue of race on campus in the
panel, “Race, Religion and Social Change:
A Campus Conversation.” The panel
will feature speakers from diverse
backgrounds, and will take place
on Wednesday in Devlin Mall,
Room 008 at 5 p.m.

News An appeal for sobriety by Chris Herren, BC
Briefs

’97

Pete Frates
PRWeek recently named Pete
Frates, BC ’O7, Communicator
of the Year. Frates, the former
captain of the Boston College
baseball team, was diagnosed
with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) in March 2012 and
has since sought to increase
awareness of the disease.
In the summer of 2014, he
started the ALS Ice Bucket

Challenge, asking participants
to

dump a bucket of ice water

on their heads or donate $lO to

the ALS Association—ideally
both. What started as a challenge
involving the BC baseball team
has since become a national
event, attracting the attention of
numerous celebrities around the
world, raising more than $ll5
million for the ALS foundation.
Frates was named Communicator of the Year for his successes in the face of extreme
obstacles and his resulting message that went viral, according
to PRWeek.

Chem research
A group of Boston College
chemists led by Jianmin Gao, an
associate professor of Chemistry, has recently formulated a
new strategy for targeting and
attacking deadly bacteria while
sparing healthy human cells. The
new development, published in
a report in Nature Communications, will be useful to researchers seeking out antibiotics that
can kill drug-resistant bacteria
without causing collateral damage to healthy cells. The strategy
is based on the use of a “warhead"
molecule —a new, unnatural
amino acid that the chemists developed—that selectively attacks
bacterial pathogens by targeting
a pair of lipids found on its surface. This approach is expected
to have applications in the development of new antibiotics as

well as the general improvement
of public health.

Newspaper
The Heights
Boston College - MeElroy 113
140 Commonwealth Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

Appeal refused
An appeal submitted by a
student affiliated with Climate
Justice at Boston College was
rejected last Thursday. Sissi Liu,
A&S T7, appealed her disciplinary probation status on the basis
that she was not at the event that
led to the sanctions.
Based on what the University
deemed to be a preponderance
of evidence—which
included a
press release Liu sent about the
event in question as well as the
accounts of several other members of Climate Justice who identified her as an organizer—Dean
of Students Thomas Mogan
rejected her appeal.
Liu contends that Climate
Justice has a flat power structure, and accordingly, she was
not the only one responsible for
the press release. She maintains
that she wants the University
to live up to its ideals and take
action—thus, she said she plans
to continue talking to peers,
organizing, and fighting for the
environmental organization.
“I firmly believe in my role
as a climate organizer, a student
activist,” she said in an email.
“The work I am doing is for the
people who are dyingbecause of
the climate injustices that they
are suffering, because of the
companies that Boston College’s
endowment is invested in and
because of this political gridlock
that is hurting the chance of a
sustainable future we envision.”
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Chris Herren discussed his struggle with substance abuse throughout his basketball career, following his stints at BC, Fresno State, and in the NBA.
By Yolanda

Bustillo

Heights Staff
Marijuana. Cocaine. Oxycon-

tin. Heroin.
That was the progression of
just some drugs used by former
Boston College basketball player
Chris Herren, who has taken to
sharing his story in an attempt
to inspire students to avoid a
similar path. He spoke Friday at
Robsham Theater about his experiences with substance abuse
and his return to sobriety after
his near-death experience in 2008.
Now, The Herren Project, an antisubstance abuse initiative, works
to educate the public about the
dangers of experimentationwith
substances.
Referencing his brief time at
BC, Herren explained thathe was
suspended for drug use, and, soon
afterwards, suffered the sameconsequences at Fresno State, for the
Denver Nuggets, and the Boston
Celtics. Because of his substancerelated decisions, Herren left for
China and Turkey to play for their
teams, although none of these

relationships lasted very long due
to his extended drug usage.
“ t one point in the NBA, I was
A
spending over $20,000 on oxycontin, heroin, and other narcotics,”
Herren said.
He told the audience that he
had his best years during his
time as the Massachusetts High
School Player of the Year and as
McDonald’s All-American.
Herren believes that many
people know him for his drug history, rather than his performance
as a player. Although it seems difficult to expect him to leave with
anything but a notorious reputation, Herren thinks that his story
might prove helpful to students
familiar with it.
When he found himself in the
hospital struggling with his drug
addiction, he felt lost. Rather than
seeking out help, Herren wanted
to kill himself to end the suffering.
But when ultimately left to decide,
Herren chose to continue on the
struggle for sobriety rather than
ending his life.
His talk stemmed from an
experience in June 2008, when

he almost died from a heroin
overdose. Without any money
or access to health care, Herren
found himself out on the streets
with limited options for rehabilitation. He said living so close to
death and then finding a network
of support helped him return to
sober living.
After his recovery, Herren
wrote Basketball Junkie, and
helped with the release of ESPN
Films documentary Unguarded.
Responding to his public appeal
to others struggling with drug
addiction, thousands of people
reached out for advice and support. In 2011, The Herren Project
was formed. It serves today as an
outreach program that aims to
educate the public on the dangers
of substance abuse.
Herren’s self-titled project has
taken to matching those with substance issues to treatment, serving as an intermediary between
addicts and resources available
to them. The Herren Project is a
response to the increasing number
of people struggling with substance abuse, he said.

The project is geared toward
helping those who struggle with
substance abuse take their first
steps toward recovery. Its educational programs and resources are
designed to increase awareness on
the often overlooked or ignored
signs of addiction.
Although most of The Herren Project’s initiatives involve
education and public awareness,
Herren also provides scholarships
to programs, clinics, and camps to
help with self-confidence.
“I am a voice for the kids who
cut, who burn, who are bullied,”
Herren said. “I am a voice for the
people who are lost.”
Although Herren’s substance
abuse damaged relationships with
his wife, his children, his career,
and even himself, he sees in this
personal loss a potential gain for
those who struggle with drugs,
alcohol, and anger.
“Today I am grateful for everything that I have lost and for everything that I have gained,” he said.
“Because of all this, I found my soul
and my purpose in life. Hopefully,
I can be a game changer.” ¦

Thousands come together to fight cancer at Relay
Relay, from A1

nity come together to support

planned the event along with
co-chairs Emily Hoffman, CSOM

several activities for participants
throughout the night, including Zumba, karaoke, and raffles.
The planning committee, which
Maleri has been working with
since September, helped to keep
participants energetic throughout
the 12-hour fundraiser.
The 12 hours of Relay For Life
symbolize a cancer patient’s journey —the setting sun represents
the cancer diagnosis, and the
darkness of the night is symbolic
of the emotional and physical effects of cancer. The rising sun
represents a cancer-free future,
with hope that there will be no
remission. Joe Arquillo, LSOE
’ll, attended Relay For Life for the
first time at BC this year, though

’l5, Kristin Meehan, A&S ’l5, and
Claire Ritten, LSOE ’l6. There
were a few changes in the event
this year, including anew partnership with the Volunteer and
Service Learning Center. This
partnership made the event more
visible on campus, Maleri said,
and gave the organization more
resources to make Relay For Life
successful. Several clubs and organizations supported the event
as well, including the Residence
Hall Association, Jenks Leadership Program, and Appalachia
Volunteers.
It was great to see different
parts of the University commu-

the cause, Maleri said. There were

POLICE BLOTTER
Wednesday, Mar. 18
12:06 a.m. A report was filed regarding a suspicious circumstance
in Stokes Hall.

03/18/15 03/20/15
-

warning at the Merkert Chemistry
Center.

he had previously participated in
high school.
“I liked how it was 12 hours,”
Arquillo said. “You wake up into
the sunrise, and its new light, new
adventures ahead ofyou.”
Arquillo, whose grandmother
died of cancer, had set up a table at
which participants could write letters to people recently diagnosed
with breast cancer. He and the
other students manning the table
encouraged participants to write
a few lines of encouragement and
inspiration. He hopes to continue
to do this at the next Relay For

Life, he said.
He noted the supportive atmosphere pervasive throughout
the event, particularly during the
Luminaria ceremony at 10 p.m.,
when participants walk the track

5:34 p.m. A report was filed regarding the confiscation ofproperty
in Gabelli Hall.
-

9:39 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding a suspicious circumstance
at BCPD Headquarters.
-

Thursday, Mar. 19
1:17 p.m.
A report was filed
regarding issuing a tresspassing
-

Friday, Mar. 20
2:34 a.m.

-

A report was filed re-

garding assisting another police
agency.

Source: The
Boston College
Police Department
—

Arts Events
For future arts events, email a detailed description of the event and
contact information to the Arts
Desk. Call Ryan Dowd, Arts and
Review Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or
email arts@bcheights.com.
Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. If you believe
we have made a reporting error, have
information thatrequires a clarification or correction, or questions about
The Heigh ts standards and practices,
you may contact John Wiley, Editor
"in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223, or email
-

eic@bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to your
home each week or to report distribution problems on campus, contact
Chris Stadtler, General Manager at
(617)552-0547.

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

in honor of cancer patients. He

said the ceremony was very somber, and was a hard moment for
many people.
“I’m not one to cry, and I was
crying,” he said.
Maleri said the amount of
people who stayed toward theend
was meaningful. The premise of
the entire event is that there are
those who spend years battling
cancer, so participants can stay up
the whole night in solidarity.
“This is what keeps me going,” Maleri said in an email. “If
just one person, either someone
who has never been to Relay or
some that has stopped by before,
chooses to stay for longer than
expected or is converted into a
repeat-Relayer for future events,
I couldn’t be happier.” ¦

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays
during the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2014. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to
eic@bcheights.com
with ‘correction’
in the subject line.

VOICES FROM The DUSTBOWL
If you could be any planet, which would you be and why?

-

2:50 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a suspicious circumstance
in O’Neill Library.

News Tips
Have a news lip or a good idea for a
story? Call Carolyn Freeman, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or email
news@beheights.com. For future
evenls, email a detailed description
of the event and contact information
to the News Desk.

“Jupiter. I like the idea of
being Zeus and the planet
is named after Zeus.”
—Alex Toppo,
A&S 16

“Saturn, because
the rings are pretty
cool.”
—Marisa Acevedo, A&S ’lB

“Mercury, because it
is the hottest,”
—Kathleen Moran,

A&S ’lB

“Pluto, because in
my

mind it is still a

planet.”

Ricardo Alberto,
A&S ’l6
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A coordinated effort to combat sexual assault in C.A.R.E. Week
By

Arielle Cedeno

Asssoc. News Editor

By the numbers, sexual violence is one of the most pervasive issues presently faced by
college communities —and it is
this reality that the organizers
of Boston College’s upcoming
Concerned About Rape Education (C.A.R.E.) Week hope to
confront.
C.A.R.E. Week, which started
on Sunday, is a six-day initiative

with the goal of creating awareness, support, and dialogue
surrounding the issues of sexual
assault, rape, and intimate partner violence. Hosted annually
by the Women’s Center in conjunction with numerous other
organizations, theweek consists
of events and programs that seek
to educate the community on
sexual violence and establish an
environment that offers support
to survivors.

“We hope that the Week’s
events will inspire people to
stand up against sexual violence,
so we can create a safer, more

respectful community for all BC
students,” Lauren Bly, C.A.R.E.

Week’s student coordinator
and A&S ’l5, said in an email.
“Sexual assault is a violation
against humanity, and we need
to express that we will not tolerate a culture that actively and
passively perpetuates violence
and shames survivors.”
This year’s program is set to
address various facets of rape
education, including the prevalence of sexual assault and rape
on college campuses, the definition of consent, the navigation
of unhealthy relationships, the
resources and ways to support
survivors of sexual assault, the
stigma associated with sexual
assault survivors, and bystander
education.
The week also highlights the
resources available to students
through the Sexual Assault
Network, University Counseling
Services, University Health Services, BCPD, and the Women’s
Center.
On Sunday, C.A.R.E. Week
began with specialized masses— a collaborative effort of the
Women’s Center and Campus
Ministry. The collections from
these masses were donated to a

charity that houses and supports
survivors of human trafficking.
Emily Rothman, an associate
professor in the Department of
Community Health Sciences at
the Boston University School of
Public Health, will be giving a
lecture titled “How can stories of
dating and sexual relationships
have happy endings? How pornography, alcohol, and relationship styles make a difference” in
Stokes Hall, Room 5195 at 6:30
p.m. on Monday. The lecture will
consider patterns of healthy and
unhealthy relationships, the consequences and the perpetration
of intimate partner abuse, and
community prevention methods
in dealing with issues of dating
violence and sexual assault.
In a lecture on Tuesday evening, Brett Ingram, a professor in
the communication department,
will discuss the intersectionality
of masculinity, aggression, and
the athletic culture, and how
that contributes to a culture of
sexual violence. Ingram’s lecture
will examine the factors that
contribute to this culture, and
how the community can begin
to deconstruct these factors. The

event will be held in Cushing

Wednesday evening in the Rat

Hall, Room 209 at 3 p.m.
Also on Tuesday, there will
be a discussion on the intersectionality between sexual
violence and systematically oppressed communities —specifically, intimate partner violence
and violence perpetrated by
strangers against communities
of color and LGBTQ persons.
The discussion, titled “Dangerous Perceptions: Intersections
of Race, Sexuality, and Sexual
Violence” will be held at 5 p.m.
in Gasson Hall, Room 305.
The week culminates with the
annual “Take Back the Night”
event, a nationally occurring
event that brings together students, faculty, survivors, and
supporters within the community for a night of solidarity
with those affected by sexual
assault. At the event, students
who were victims of rape and
sexual assault share their stories
of survival before the crowd,
and students in the audience
are later called forward to take
a community pledge of action
against sexual violence. “Take
Back the Night” will be held on

at 5 p.m.

In a town hall meeting on
Thursday evening, students
will have the opportunity to
talk with administrators and
staff who are primarily responsible for addressing episodes of
sexual assault and misconduct
on campus.
The panel includes the associate dean of conduct, the
associate vice president for student affairs and student Title IX
coordinator, conduct manager
and sexual misconduct investigator, and the assistant director
from the Women’s Center, who
will address questions from the
audience regarding theadministrative handling of incidents of
sexual assault at BC. The meeting, titled “Where We Stand: A
Conversation with BC Staff and
Responders About Addressing
Sexual Violence in our Community” will be held in Fulton Hall,
Room 511 at 5 p.m.
C.A.R.E. Week concludes
with an expressive painting
workshop on Friday afternoon,
where students are invited to artistically navigate their thoughts,

knowledge, and experiences
from the whole ofC.A.R.E. Week
in a supportive and creative environment. The workshop will
be held in the Devlin Hall, Art
Studio 413 at 3 p.m.
Throughout the week, there
will be an ongoing social media campaign, the “I CARE”
campaign, which encourages
students to share their reason
for standing up against sexual
assault, and create a personal
connection to C.A.R.E. Week.
There will be tabling from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Stokes Hall
Lawn and McElroy Commons
Lobby, where students can learn
more about the Bystander Intervention Education Program,
share their reason, and get their
picture taken—to be shared on
the C.A.R.E. Week’s Facebook
event page.

“C.A.R.E. Week is an opportunity to support survivors and
raise awareness in a way that
we should be doing year round,”

Bly said. “We hope that C.A.R.E.
Week invites people into a discussion that will lead to a more
empathetic and empowering
campus environment.” ¦

Forum analyzes motivation
behind MLK’s words, actions
By Sophie Reardon

Heights

Staff

The life of Martin Futher
King, Jr. exemplifies the tension
between faith, influence, and
action.
EMILY SADEGHIAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

My Mother’s Fleabag, the oldest collegiateimprov group, will now have more space in its new space in Vanderslice.

Fleabag moves from O’Connell
Fleabag, from A1
Genovese ultimately decided
switch venues. The three consulted
alumni who graduated asrecently as
last year, as well as older members.
They also consulted current members, but in the end the groups three
directors made the decision.
“[The directors] heard a little bit
offeedback from all of us, talked to us
individually to see if we felt strongly
one way or another, and all of us
agreed that with the audience and
the people that are coming to shows,
it’s too hard and too discouraging for
people to try to see the shows to have
them in O’Connell House because it’s
such a small space,” Tatiana Schaefer,
A&S T6, said.
Lou Wilson, a director from last
year and BC 'l4, said he has always

pushed to move to anew venue. He
was a junior when the administra-

tion began to restrict attendance
in O’Connell House. Wilson noted,
however, that the O’Connell House
will always be the group’s home, and

he hopes that it will continue to occasionally perform there.
“As soon the venue became an
obstacle to our fans enjoying the
shows, something had to give, and
it wasn’t going to be the administration, it was on us to rise above it
and do what was best,” he said. “I’m
proud of this class for making the
push, and the rewards will be clear
in what should be easier access for
our fans.”
When the directors committed
to a change of venue, they examined several possibilities. The group
considered Robsham Theater, but
the space would be far too large for
the intimate setting My Mother’s
Fleabag needs to interact freely with
the crowd. It considered the Bonn
Studio, but ultimately decided that
the space would be too small. After
seeing some shows in the Cabaret
Room, the group decided it was just
right. It would also allow the group to
keep the shows free, which would not
have been the case if it had moved
into Robsham.

Genovese believes the Cabaret
offers several concrete advantages
over the O’Connell House. It will
seat around 40 more students per

show, it has built in sets for lighting
and sound, and it is also a central
campus location when compared to
the O’Connell House.
“We thought, the Vandy Cabaret
Room might feel a little different at
first, but we’re gonna make it our
own,” Genovese said. “As soon as
you see the Fleabag banner go up or
hear ‘Muscles from Michelle,’ we’re
keeping all the same traditions, it’s
just going to be a little bit of anew
environment.”
On Friday and Saturday students
will get the chance to see My Mother’s Fleabag in the Cabaret Room
for the first time, though the group
has been practicing in the space all
semester.

“My Mother’s Fleabag, we call
it a wonderful toy, and when you’re
a senior, you polish it up and get it
ready for the years to come,” Genovese said. ¦

Arthur L. Carter
Journalism Institute

Two professors explored this
panel that considered the relationship between
Martin Futher King’s work and
his Christian faith. This panel,
the Veritas Forum, was sponsored by Boston College Alive
and the St. Thomas More Society, and hosted on Thursday
evening. The panelists were
Harvard University professor
Nancy Hill and political science
professor Alan Wolfe.
The Veritas Forum, with its
tension in a

headquarters in Cambridge,
Mass., is a group of university
community members throughout the nation and Europe who
talk about life’s most difficult
questions and Jesus Christ’s relevance to these events.
Hill, who teaches education
Harvard,
at
is a developmental
psychologist and a devout Christian herself. She is an expert
on the psychology of race and
diversity.
Wolfe, a professor of political
science here at BC who shared
his secular perspective, is not a
religious man but has spent a significant amount of time studying
religion and writing about it.
Hill began the forum by
speaking about faith’s role in
King’s mission and death. She
pointed out that, in many cases,
King quoted the Bible as a model
for the way in which we should
all live our lives. King’s nonviolent approach to demonstration
and his belief in loving the poor,
the weak, and the oppressed, as

well as the enemy, was grounded
in his faith, she said. He believed
that Jesus’ ministry reflected
this idea. Jesus believed that in
loving all people we could find
victory. He modeled empathy,
and he grieved when things were
not right.
“Jesus gave us a vision for the
future,” Hill said.
She asserted that these traits
that Jesus encompassed were
also traits that King himself

possessed.
He hoped to spread his ideas
to the American people in order
to end racism, segregation and
oppression, just as Jesus called
on his disciples to concern them-

selves with the oppressed, the
poor, and the foreigners.
Hill added that Christianity is
not tied to Western Culture. The
religion originated in the Middle
East and had diverse followers.
Christianity, she believes, is
therefore designed to embrace
diversity.
Jesus and Christianity, she
said, are models for the kind of
worldview we all should have.
Wolfe began by stating that
he had actually gone and listened
to King preach in a church in
Nashville in 1963. He brought
along his mother, who had come
down to bail him out of jail
after he and other protesters
had been arrested. He said that
King’s speech changed his Jewish
mother for life—she
could not
stop talking about his incredible
ability to preach.
Wolfe believes that King was
deeply tied to Greek traditions.
He traveled and preached like
Odysseus, Wolfe said, and he
was not afraid.
Greeks highly valued courage
and stoicism, both of which King

possessed. These values, Wolfe
said, come from Greek culture,
which originated long before
Christianity.
The ideas of the Enlightenment and the American Creed
also influenced King, Wolfe said.
He pointed out that many of the
founding fathers were deists, if
anything.
And finally, he noted all the
non-Christians had a large immarched
pact on King —Rabbis
with King at Selma.
Many Jewish people, said
Wolfe, had an influence on
King, including his main advisor. King was influenced both
by the Jewish Old Testament and
the Christian New Testament,
said Wolfe. And King’s great
mentor was a Hindu—Mahatma
Gandhi.
Looking at the world today—-50 years after King’s era—Hill
sees that major advances have
been made but there is still room
for improvement.
She sees hope in the fact that
people are gathering together
and talking about these issues.
Hill also pointed out that
high school graduation rates
among the black community
have risen over the past several
years. Her daughter, who was
only nine when the primaries for
the 2008 election were going on,
was shocked to learn that Barack
Obama was the first AfricanAmerican president.
“King was inspired by many,
many sources,” Wolfe said. “I
don’t think that King could
have ever become the leader
that every American of every
race sees him to be without that
generosity of spirit that came
from having so many religions
influence him.” ¦

Business Reporting
If you want to know how
the world really works,
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Two professors, one from BC and one from Harvard, discussed Martin Luther King, Jr. at Thursday’s Veritas Forum.
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Ahead of Own It Summit, alumna Rollauer discusses business career path
Own It, from A1
that someday, she, too, would don the
maroon and gold.
Fulfilling the early prophecy, Rollauer entered BC in 1993 as a freshman
in the Carroll School of Management,
eager to experience the Freshman First
Week—a
week that has since been
discontinued—which was dedicated to
welcoming freshmen through various
Red Sox and art museum outings.
“I heard the BC Sharps sing at [the
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum]
I also applied to the Emerging headership Program, EFP,” Rollauer said. “I
arrived on campus a week before all
the other freshmen, so I had a week
of indoctrination to what life was like
at BC through EFP and instantly had
50 friends, which was wonderful. And
some of those—most
of those—people
I would say I’m actually still friends
with today.”
Rollauer found her niche in EFP and
the BC Sharps, which would inspire her
to pursue singing through other vocal
groups on campus. “All of a sudden, I
had an entire a cappella community embrace me and welcome me to BC, which
really led such a wonderful trajectory
for the next four years,” she said.
Encouraged by her fellow Sharps
to audition for the University Chorale,
Rollauer wouldultimately cite her time
with the Chorale under the leadership
of Director John Finney as particularly
significant due to the group’s Spring
Break trip during her senior year.
“We went to Puerto Rico with the
Chorale [my freshman] year. My second
year we went to Ireland, and then we did
the Bahamas [the next year], and then
we were afforded the opportunity to
sing for Pope John Paul II in Rome my
senior year, which was the pinnacle of
my BC experience.”
In 1995, Rollauer’s younger sister
Catherine Marshall, BC ’99, also came
to the University, joining Rollauer in
both the University Chorale and the
BC Sharps. Together, the two will lead
a discussion entitled, “Do What You
Fove, Fove What you Do” at the Summit
on March 29.
Aside from extracurricular activities, Rollauer noted the formative role
that the Carroll School had in preparing
her for her professional life. “I would say
that academically, the Carroll School of
Management certainly pushed me into
outside my comfort zone, more than I
thought I would ever be pushed. But
given my career trajectory after BC, I
think it very, very well prepared me for
the working world, and certainly the
world of business.”
Rollauer obtained her B.S. in marketing and, following her graduation in
1997, began working for a telecommunications company called Norcal—whose
biggest competition includes Cisco
among other technology companies—as
her first introduction to the world of
tech. Although she landed four interviews, Rollauer decided upon Norcal
on a primarily financial basis.
“I made the somewhat shortsighted
decision to work for the first company
that gave me the highest paycheck,”
Rollauer said. “I got four offers from
the companies I interviewed with—all
I picked the
very, very different—and
one that was going to pay me the most,
which was probably the best worst decision I’ve ever made. But at the time, you
know, I just
I wasn’t thinking long
term, I was thinking very short term.”
Despite the monetary gains, however, Rollauer did not find her job par...

...

ticularly “glamorous.”
“Quite frankly, I stayed at the company because I was really good at learning these systems and how they were
going to help businesses really grow
and thrive, and because quite frankly, I
was a woman in a sea of men,” Rollauer
continued. “And I was living on Comm.
Ave. right after graduation with some
women who were in PR and advertising, which just sounded so glamorous
to me
I was making three times as
much money as my roommates, but it
just wasn’t as glamorous.”
Yet, Rollauer did not immediately
leave the company. Her mentor, a fellow
BC alum who took Rollauer under his
wing when she joined Norcal, gave her
crucial advice whenever she expressed
uncertainty. “He would say, ‘Don’t leave
tech. Because tech will always be stable,
and advertising and PR accounts won’t.
And you don’t know that, and your
roommates don’t know that, but their
jobs are much less stable than yours.’
So, I’m so glad I took his advice, even
though I didn’t want to at the time.”
Rollauer’s Eagle mentor then recruited her for a startup called MCK
Communications located in Boston
conveniently very near MIT so that the
company could take engineers fresh
from college and graduate school. “We
rode the wave up and down,” she said.
“I had a great experience there, it was
a very, very small company, and I was
given a lot of responsibility at a young
age. I was given the ability to thrive
even though I had no clue what I was
doing because those people, they really
believed in me. I very much valued my
time there.”
In another connection to the University, Rollauer met her husband at
their five-year college reunion while at
a popular BC bar. “I started talking to
him, I had never seen him before. I gave
him my business card, and the rest is
history,” she said. They later got married
and moved—her from Boston and him
from New York—to
Westchester.
One of Rollauer’s clients then hired
her out of MCK. “They were doing
something a little bit different in that
they were helping hedge funds get up
and running from a technology perspective,” she said.
“[Our wealthy clients] would call my
company and say, ‘Okay, I need an office
space. I need all of the technology that
goes into running a hedge fund, and I
don’t want to hire a chief technology
officer, so can you lend me somebody
from your company to oversee all of
my technology a few hours a week? Or,
for full-time, and we’ll subcontract that
person for you.’
“So, I kind of got into the subcontracting business of human capital in
engineers, but I also learned how to
design back-end infrastructure from
a technology perspective
and it was
fascinating, but I definitely had a bit
of a skewed view of money after three
years, because with the hedge funds—l
just had never experienced wealth like
that in my entire life.”
This circuitous route eventually
led her to Google, where she currently
works as head of industry for consumerpackaged goods. After attending a
networking event sponsored by BC in
2007 with a former roommate and fellow ELP-er, Rollauer met her now boss,
who had graduated from the University
in 1999 and had by that time worked
...

—

...

at

Google for

two

and a half years. She

subsequently gave him her business
card and the next day received a call
from recruiting. “And eight years later

PHOTO COURTESYOF JULIE ROLLAUER

Julie Rollauer, ‘97, talks career trajectory and circuitous route to Google position ahead of upcoming women’s Own It Summit
here I am,” she said. “My roommate,
who recruited me for the networking
event also got a job at Google, and she’s
in the training department now. And the
guy who encouraged me to throw my
business card in is now my boss.”
When she first started there, Rollauer worked with technology clients
such as IBM, SAP, and Avaya, and
Google needed an account executive for
those exact accounts. “So, I was familiarenough with the clients to be able to
speak the same language as the clients.”
She later transitioned to the YouTube
team around 2010, educating brands
on how best to embrace the sensorial
benefits of multimedia.
“I was introduced to people in this
company like Andy Rubin, who is like,
the founder of Android, whom I never
would have gained access to had I not
had the cache and the clout of a company like Verizon behind me. So, that
certainly helped me build brand internally, because people said, ‘Oh, she’s
the one who runs YouTube for Verizon.’
And Verizon is a very prolific partneron YouTube.”
She then went from being an individual contributor to being a manager,
managing a portfolio of retail pure
players from Telecom such as Net-aPorter and Rue Fa Fa. “Very different
pace, very different product, but no
I buy flowers, I buy
learning curve
clothes,
it’s really easy,”
jewelry, I buy
Rollauer said.
Only six months after her stint in
retail, Rollauer got tapped to take overone of the biggest beauty companies in
the world: F’Oreal. “And that sounded
really sexy to me,” she said. “Tike, sign
me up!”
Rollauer interviewed for and was
appointed to the position, overseeing
F’Oreal and a number of other advertisers in the consumer packaged space
such as Colgate-Palmolive, Avon, Reck...

...

itt Benckiser, and Beiersdorf.

Working with F’Oreal for two years
before the account split, she now focuses
more heavily on her six other accounts,
presently embracing the power of YouTube in marketing. “My father works for
the company that created Fysol, [Reckitt
Benckiser]. So, I literally have Fysol in
my DNA, and now they are my biggest
client,” Rollauer said, laughing.
“This is the stuff that gets me out of
the bed in the morning: seeing advertisers really embracing what the Internet
can do for them, and how they can make
really meaningful connections, one to
one with their high-end consumers.”
Abouther experience at Google thus
far, Rollauer referenced the level of innovation, collaboration, and executive
transparency as particularly beneficial.
“I’ve never been in a company where,
number one, the executives are so visible, they’re so transparent with where
this company is going, they trust their
employees so implicitly, that we’re not
going to take some of these big, visionary ideas immediately to the press so
that they get squashed by a competitor
before we even have a chance to get
them off the ground,” she said.
“I honestly felt like I came home
when I came to Google the likemindedness of people here breeds
innovation,” Rollauer continued. “I’ve
never heard someone here say, ‘l’m
sorry, I can’t do that, that’s not my job.’
Everyone likes spending time outside
their comfort zone, because they know
that growing and developing in your
own career is what’s going to propel you
forward. And I never had that sense at
another company, where I think there’s
a bit of learned helplessness at other
companies, where people get very comfortable, and they don’t really know how
to think outside of their own box, nor
are they really encouraged to.”
Recently, Rollauer became a fa...

cilitator for “Stretch,” anew course
through Women@Google created to
support women and help them thrive
within the organization by reaching
up and outside of their comfort zone.
“We talk about things like the gender
landscape,” she said, “and the fact that
Google is certainly no exception to the
rule—that
there are fewer women leaders at Google just like there are at other
Fortune 500 companies—and how we
can act as a community to change that
because diversity breeds clarity.”
She discussed issues prevalent in
female communication behavior, noting how women tend to —literally
and
figuratively—shrink rather than making
their presence known in the workplace
through body language, tone, and aspects of their appearance.
“We tend to be very self-deprecating,
we tend to tear ourselves down more
than we build ourselves up, and that
goes for on an individual and group
level,” Rollauer said. “We talk about
how to write an effective email so that
you’re not minimizing yourself. Taking
out words like ‘basically’ and ‘actually’
—that
stuff matters when you’re writing an email.”
Further, Rollauer talked about the
need for women to be more proud
and assertive—both
in their professional and personal lives. “Men have no
problem bragging with themselves. But
women need to realize, it’s not bragging
if you can back it up!”
At next week’s Own It Summit, Rollauer will address women through the
business panel, articulating the necessity of diversity, problem solving, and
productivity in the work place.
Most importantly, however, Rollauer
will urge that women begin to contribute their opinions to the conversation,
echoing Madeleine Albright’s popular
assertion that it is imperative that they
“learn to interrupt.” ¦
...

Calendar conundrum: developing a better way to access BC campus events
Juan Olavarria
As I wander around campus on
any given night, I go through a mental
checklist of the things I had to do that
day. Studying? Check. Homework?
Check. Watching an episode of Game
of Thrones on my quest of catching up
for the season five premiere in April?
Check. So, what should I do?
Surely on this vast campus some
event has to be taking place, a concert
perhaps, or even a lecture. Nothing
immediately comes to mind, so I pull
out my phone to try to find that one
thing that peaks my interest, but where

do I look?
This community relies heavily on
word of mouth and a barrage of emails
to promote campus activities—it
is
not uncommon for me to walk out of a
class and find my inbox flooded with 27
emails from the last hour alone.
Being the OCD person that I am
about having too many unread emails,
I go and open every single one of them
to once more have a clean inbox and rid
myself of the monstrous reality that it
was—but I digress.
It becomes increasingly frustrating
to lose the opportunity to attend events
that line up with my interests simply
because they did not receive enough
coverage or were left out of the weekly
campus activities email.
Over the past few weeks alone I
have missed out on several, such as the
“Latin Social” hosted by Organization

of Latin American Affairs (OLAA) and
the presentation givenby former United
States Ambassador to the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia Ford Fraker. Had I known
they existed, I would have, at the very

least, considered whether to go.
Many colleges and universities have
some sort of system that allows students
to learn about what is happening on
our
campus at any given hour—even
rival University a ways down Commonwealth Ave. has a mobile application.
It is as simple as going on theapp, indicating the date and time, and Eureka!
A full lineup of possibilities appears at
your fingertips, no more “Fear of Missing Out” (FOMO) or day-after regrets
after learning of yet another missed
opportunity.
Other students have expressedto me

the same desire for an increased connectivity to on-going campus events.

Most agree that having a database with

every event would ease the burden on
both the organizers and those interested, as not only would events potentially

receive larger crowds, but also students
and faculty alike would find themselves
involved in experiences that could spark
new interests or feed existing ones.
I am a member of BC Model United
Nations, and our organization recently
held a speakerspanel discussing the relevant issues in the Middle East and their
impact on both that society and our
own. Immediately, we had difficulties
spreading the word to the campus community, as a single event database that
is embraced and constantly monitored
by the population of the University currently does not exist.
The event went on smoothly and was
a success, but I cannot stop and think
of the possibilities had there been an

efficient communication pathway in
place.
I speak from experience that there
are some nights during the week that
I wish I could easily find something to
do to break up my daily routine and do
something different, something upon

which I can look back and find a fulfilling memory. But, often I find myself
binge-watching a show.
“A whole 12-episode season in one
night? Sure!” Do not get me wrong,
Netflix is a great power, but it comes
with great responsibility. Maybe one
day those day-long, unproductive but
immensely necessary binges will come
out of choice and not boredom.

Juan Olavarria is an editor for The
Heights. He can be reached atfeatures@
bcheights.com.
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ofconfidence in the crusade against sexual assault at

Corinne Duffy
Worldwide, more than one in three
women endures physical violence—in
the form of murder, rape, or sexual
harassment—with one in 10 under the
age of 18 forced into non-consensual
sex. One in five American women is
estimated to have been sexually assaulted at some point by the conclusion of her college career. Eleven instances of forcible sexual assault were
reported at Boston College in 2013.
There’s a glaring discrepancy here.
In April of 2012, the Office of Institutional Research, Planning, and Assessment (IRPA) released an exceedingly disconcerting statistic: female
students graduate from the University
with lower confidence levels than they
had upon entering college, while their
male classmates —who on average
have comparably lower GPAs —grow
in self-assurance and understanding.
After conducting and subsequently
analyzing two surveys on academic
achievement and drive to succeed—taken at freshman orientation and
through the senior exit survey —the
IRPA was surprised to find that, despite their attention and performance
in the classroom, the self-confidence
levels of BC women dwindle over the
course of their four years in Chestnut
Hill.
But, if not the result of academic
rigor or competition —and if not
congruent with collegiate successes —
what accounts for this drastic decline?
A Heights article published in
February of 2013 referenced inferences from senior female faculty
members (who subsequently began a
series of monthly meetings to dissect
and determine a solution for the data)
and problems recurrently cited by
female students. According to those
surveyed, perhaps the increasing diffidence stems not most directly from
the academic environment, but rather
from the BC experience outside of
the classroom—in
the intimidating,
dangerous waters that are “the pressure to look or dress a certain way,
the hookup culture, and the housing

lottery.”
While it would be erroneous and
misguided to assert that sexual as-

sault is a direct result of the pervasive
hookup culture here and at colleges
across the country, that the pressure
to conform to this widely accepted
“norm” can lead to non-consensual
sexual activity is irrefutable, particularly when alcohol or drugs are
involved. As professor Kerry Cronin,
associate director of the Lonergan
Institute and philosophy department
fellow, frequently points out, the
hookup culture can be detrimental to
individuals, negatively affecting selfesteem levels and skewing perceptions
of natural student interactions.
More prudent, I think, is the compulsion to comply with or perpetuate
this image of perfection. Perfectionism, the stereotypical Type-A’s figurative bread and butter, predominates
on campus, seemingly always as in
vogue at BC as Vineyard Vines or Bean
Boots. And, in part, it was the reason
that we received our acceptance letters: we are a community of individuals who excelled in high school due to
outstanding work ethic and personal
drive, and we desire continued success
in college. This, combined with the
fact that women are, on the whole,
more prone to adhere to accepted
standards than actively differentiate
themselves from the group —with an
emphasis on relationships and sameness ingrained into girls at a young
age —can be incredibly detrimental to
a female’s individual sense of self. Going against the current is taboo, and
therefore many women at BC assimilate, compelled to dress, speak, and
act a certain way so as to fit the mold
prescribed to them.
Is it shocking, then, that while
theoretically one in five college women
is sexually assaulted at some point
during her four years according to a
study administered by the Department
of Justice, only 11 instances of sexual
assault were reported in 2013 at the
University?
I am not asserting that sexual
assault only happens on a maleto-female basis. For the sake of the
argument, however, I will refer to and
analyze the experience of women in

particular.
If women gradually lose self-confidence throughout their time at BC,
and if this, in part, is a result of the
pressure to conform, then the fact
that in a student body of 9,000—with
females accounting for 54 percent,
or 4,860, of that figure—only
30 (the
sum of sexual assaults reported from

the years 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013)
of the estimated 972 who are sexually
assaulted at some point over four years
filed reports is an unsurprising, yet
incredibly problematic disparity. In
addition to the intimidating, potential
social and psychological ramifications of reporting an assault, speaking
up would mean acknowledging two
terrifying truths: one, that you, an
empowered BC woman, were in some
capacity stripped of your power and
autonomy as a victim; and two, that
reporting the assault somehow taints
the image of perfection you strive to

uphold—that perhaps things are not
going as perfectly as you would like
people to believe.
The reality is that on a college cam-

coming forward, acknowledging sexual
assault as an unacceptable act of violation and recognizing the need for it
to end.
But there’s no denying the long
road ahead.
Moving forward, it is imperative
that adequate education on sexual
assault and bystander intervention
training be implemented. The University is already making steps in these
areas. With Concerned About Rape
Education (C.A.R.E.) Week spanning
today through March 27, events each
day will focus on educating individuals about and supporting survivors of
sexual assault. Further, next week’s
Own It Summit, co-sponsored by the
Undergraduate Government of Boston

pus, a lack of self-confidence can be
very dangerous, and underreporting
on sexual assault often stems from fear
of the assailant and an unwillingness
to challenge the status quo.
In the past year the state of
affairs has already improved
somewhat: 2013 included
six more cases than 2012,
wherein a mere five
accounts of forcible
sexual assault

awareness sur-

rounding sexual
assault resources
and greater national attention to
the issue. Therefore, because the
University —and
U.S. educational
authorities in
general—is
already cognizant of the fact
that sexual
assaults are
occurring on
a large scale,

the rise in
reports filed
is likely a

Corinne Duffy is the Features Editor for
The Heights. She can be reached atfeatures@bcheights.com.
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were reported

accordance
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increased

College (UGBC) and BC Women in
Business, aims to celebrate, teach,
and empower women—all necessary
to improve upon the aforementioned,
deficient confidence levels.
The underlying message of the
Summit is particularly significant
when related to the campaign against
sexual assault. If our ultimate goal is to
eradicate sexual assault from college
campuses —and the world over—then
we must stop the silence and embrace
this idea of owning one’s faculties,
one’s body, and oneself. Let’s try for
none in five.
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Despite the

incredibly
frightening
prospect of
speaking up,
more victims are
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Persistence from students
needed for policy change

“A man who views the world same at 50 as he did at 20 has wasted 30 years
his life’.’

Held three months after the original
Rights on the Heightsrally, Rights on the
Heights II was a strong step for students
who were trying to get the attention of
the administration on the issue of free
speech.
Nearly 100students gathered in front
of Gasson Hall on Friday afternoon for
the rally that was hosted by the College
Democrats and the Social Justice Coalition. It featured speakers from the Undergraduate GovernmentofBoston College,
Climate Justice at Boston College,Spoken
Word, Studentsfor Sexual Health, and the
GLBTQ Leadership Council, as well as a
performance by the Acoustics.
The rally demonstratedthe power that
this style of open assembly can have on
campus. It brought together a group of
students who were passionateenough to
spend their afternoon in the cold speaking on issues that they have with the
administration.
Most importantly, the rally was out
in the open, not behind closed doors in
an obscure classroom.The only students
who attend meetings in classrooms are
students already interestedin the cause. It
sends a powerful statement to other students that therally was visibleand audible
to anyone walking across campus.
To impact policies regarding the
formationof clubs, the staging of events,
and the dissemination of information
on campus, it is critical for these style of
displays to take place and inspire concern outside the membership of the few
advocacy groups on campus. A vision
that belongs to a small group of student
leaders, one which will completely turn

century.

The traditions held close by those
in the group will still be there—like

-Muhammad Ali, (1942-), American professional boxer

over in four years time, cannot stand the
test of time.For thereto be a dynamismin
the campaign for policy change, student
advocacy needs to growinto a self-perpetuating culture at BC.
Smaller, non-registered clubs like
Students for Sexual Health and Climate
Justice, need to focus on finding roots
and making sure their goals and ideas
are picked up and continued after the
original students graduate. Students are
much more likely to see success if they
establish strong tiesto the issues and pass

Thefocus of these
groups in their early
stages should be to

establish a culture

that will remain even
after thefounders have
graduated.
them on to equally passionate students
after they graduate.
The focus of thesegroups in theftearly
stages shouldbe to establish a culture that
will remain even after the founders have
graduated. To change policies, students
must be persistent.
By allowing the rally, even after the
other non-registered protests that took
place in the prior months, the administration showed they can be receptive to
hearing students’ issues. This is a positive
step towardthe University more fully addressing its students’ concerns, though
the path to long-term policy change is
still fraught with challenges.

My Mother’s Fleabag
flees to Lower Campus
Much like an excited freshman
clique of eight, the comedy group
My Mother’s Fleabag is moving from
Upper Campus to Lower Campus.
The group has been headquarteredin
O’Connell House for the past 35 years,
but responding to tighter enforcement
offire codes in the historic building and
the sustained popularity of its shows,
Fleabag will now be moving to the
Vanderslice Cabaret Room. The group
has been asked to make this move in
the past, but did not choose to do so
until this year.
This represents a change in a comedy tradition that includes several
notableBoston College alumni, including Amy Poehler, BC '93. My Mother’s
Fleabag is America’s oldest collegiate
improv comedy troupe, and the shift
in location means that this tradition
will be slightly different.
The O’Connell House is intimate
and small, but also exclusive—the
troupe has been forced to turn away
40 to 50 people each show in recent
years, ever since BC has begun to
enforce fire and safety building codes.
With this in mind, the Cabaret Room
will offer more space at the expense of
the O’Connell House’s smaller, more
private experience.
Ultimately, this shift is a positive
move for the comedy troupe, despite
its several downsides. One of the
most significant benefits of the move
is that more people will be able to see
the show. Within the group, there was
not much dissent about the change,
perhaps because it has become increasingly clear that something needed to
be done. Director Patrick Genovese,
A&S 15, noted that this move brings
My Mother’s Fleabag into the new

the Fleabag banner—but the move
will ultimately serve to further the
troupe’s goals on the eve of their 35th
anniversary. Prior to settling on the
Cabaret Room, the directors considered other venues, including Robsham
Theater and the Bonn Studio. Both of
those wererejected for size and/or cost
concerns, and ultimately the Cabaret
Room was decided on.
Most importantly,the Cabaret room
has an openfloor plan and balconies,
like the O’Connell House. This means
that the integrity of the performance
space will bemaintainedwhile allowing
more students to enjoy the show. This
preservesthe traditionof My Mother’s

Ultimately, this shift
is a positive move for
the comedy troupe,
despite its several
downsides. One of the
most significant benefits
of the move is that more
people will be able to see

the show.

Fleabag freely interacting with the
crowd, which would not have been
possible in Robsham Theater.
The O’Connell House is in the center of Upper Campus, surrounded by
freshman and is comparativelyfar away
from non-residents of Upper Campus
and College Road. The Cabaret Room,
which can seat around 40 more people
per show, is in Vanderslice Hall in the
middleof Lower Campus. This centralized location means that the already
well-attended show will likely see an
increase in popularity—and now, with
more seats, no one will get left out in
the cold.

If you

or a

loved

has been recently diagnosed with March Madness,
please contact sports@bcheights.com.

one

FRANCISCO RUELA

Letter from former UGBC Vice President Chris
Last week, Boston College released a welcome video to the
Class of 2019. While the video highlighted the best aspects of
being a student here, it’s more telling for what it did not show. It
did not show LGBTQ students who do not feel welcomed or supported; it did not show students of color who feel betrayed after
being issued disciplinary sanctions for protesting racial injustice;
and it did not show students who have been silenced because they
are not members ofrecognized student organizations. To be clear,
I’m not suggesting BC betray the principles of Marketing 101 and
start highlighting its shortcomings, but what is disconcerting is
the University’s sustained efforts to stifle any conversation on
campus that might contradict the idealized campus portrayed
in that video. As Friday’s “Rights on the Heights” rally showed,
BC’s stifling of free speech, forms of censorship, and limits on
expression are harming all students—including those who were
shown in the welcome video.
Unfortunately, the debate over free speech and expression
has been incorrectly framed and thus incorrectly analyzed. As
it stands, the debate has been between students and administrators in the Division of Student Affairs. This has resulted in
three problems: First, it fails to consider all campus constituents;
second, it’s limited to a discussion of student rights; and third,
it assumes religion and free speech and expression are, in large
part, incompatible. The purpose of this letter is to address each
of those mistakes.
Adopting a free speech and expression policy isn’t just about
changing the Code of Conduct. Yes, it is true that the Dean’s
Office must reconsider the limits it places on free speech: the
demonstration policy and the requirement that all materials get
pre-approvedby the administration before distribution are wrong.
That said, free speech and expression is a principle that extends
beyond the walls of the Dean’s Office and affectseveryone at BC
including faculty. Life outside the classroom is linked with learning inside the classroom, and vice-versa. After all, if BC doesn’t
value free speech and expressionfor students, does it reallyvalue
academic freedom for professors? Students and professors have
different roles—and thus different rights and protections—but the
link between the two groups is inseparable. Just take, for example,
BC’s insistence that some speakershave clauses in their contracts
forbidding the discussion of certain topics: Does this not seem to
run contrary to both free speech and academic freedom?
Along those same lines, it is important to debunk the notion
that the administration must preserve and protect BC’s identity
by restricting free speech and expression. As an institution, BC is
shaped and guided by its trustees, students, faculty, alumni, reputation, history, mission, values, and administration. In this context,
then, it seems wholly inappropriate that the administration, which
is only one component ofBC, has decided that it and it alone can
determine what is consistent with BC’s Jesuit, Catholic identity.
The only way BC will clarify and fulfill its identity, mission, and
purpose, as well as improve in all aspects, is by engaging with its
plurality of constituents —which only comes, of course, through
robust free speech and expression.
Secondly, free speech and expression isn’t just about expanding
student rights. It is a principle rooted in the values of a commu-
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nity. Put simply, it is not enough for the Dean’s Office to suddenly
students the right to free speech and
expression. Instead, BC must truly value free and open inquiry,
public debate, discourse, and discussion, and an untrammeled
exchange of ideas and opinions between all campus constituents
in all areas of campus. This will only come once the tone is set at
the top, as well as at the bottom. The University’s top officialsmust
signal that, in terms ofboth academics and student life, free speech
and expression is a core value of BC, and students and faculty
must respond accordingly by creating forums for exchanges that
are befitting of our community.
Lastly, it is essential to see that faith and reason—as espoused
through free speech and expression—are compatible. Time and
again, we have heard that—in the name ofBC’s Jesuit, Catholic
tradition—speech and expression must berestricted; this is false.
BC is both a religious institution and a university; these aspects
of its identity do not need to be mutually exclusive or in conflict
with each other. For example, it is true that BC cannot prescribe
to certain views or advocate in certain ways, but that does not
mean it cannot allow members of its community to engage in
thoughtful conversation. Free speech and expression is central
to a university: it adds rigor to intellectual debates, it promotes
consideration of varying and differing viewpoints, it forces one to
confront personal biases, and it leads to understanding. As Billy
Shyne, a speakerat the rally, put it, “We need to talk to understand
and we need to understand in order to respect.”
Catholicism offers the world already known truths, but the
purpose of a university is to consistently seek the truth. This
general statement reveals the tension that is playing out at BC;
however, it need not be the case. The great Islamic philosopher
Averroes, in trying to defend philosophy’s coexistence with Islam,
once wrote, “Truth does not oppose truth, but accords with it and
bears witness to it.” In other words, while Catholicism does offer
us certain truths, there is always room for greater clarificationand
analysis, which comes from free speech and expression. Indeed,
the original Catholic universities of Medieval times were designed
to clarify and develop new Catholic doctrines, proving that faith
and reason are compatible.
Relatedly, Averroes also argued that the “friends” ofreligion—thatis, those who seek to defendreligion from others whose views
appear to be different—are the ones who hurt religion the most. In
trying to defend BC’s Jesuit, Catholic identity, the administration
reinforcesfalse notions that faith and reason are incompatible, that
Catholicism isn’t welcoming of all, and that religion is a tool of
oppression. This is not necessarilythe intent ofthe administration,
but it is the effect and it must change.
To create an intellectually rigorous, welcoming, and authentic campus —like
the one portrayed in the welcome video—BC
must protect free speech and expression in writing, preserve it
through action, and value it in spirit. But first, we need to change
the terms of the debate.
reverse course and “give”
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Artifice of service
Alis Dicpinigaitis
Many Boston College studentsreturned to
campus after Spring Break with memories of

THIS YEAR’S HOUSING PROCESS

partying on Miami Beach or simply spending

REACHES ITS END All of the guesswork is finally over —housing is
in place for next year. While the
drama came early on with who gets
a Mod and who gets to pitifully
joke around about the “Ed-mods,"
the real fun stuff was last week, as
freshmen (congregating in dining
halls across campus as midday approached) leapt out of their seats,
shouting and exchanginghigh-fives,
or (and we saw a couple of these)
breaking down into tears. Housing
is one of those things at Boston
College that gets far too much
attention —hysteria that everyone
buys into year after year. Sure, there
will be people trying to justify the
divine intervention that was the
Walsh-third-floor-far-away-fromthe-RAs-facing-the-Mods and
the pain that is just escaping the
Greycliff pick time to get the back
wall of Williams for a couple more
days, but now people can pay attention to more important things—for
example, trying to keep that GPA
afloat with the closing of another

quiet week spent at home. A quick glance
through any BC student’s Facebook feed in
early March, however, reveals that Spring
Break activities are not limited to these two
things. In fact, we are quite militantly informed of the generous service of “Appa” and
other volunteer groups, whose photos inundate our newsfeeds every year. The imperative
question we must ask ourselves is how much
“good” these trips really do in the name of
service of impoverished areas.
The notion of a Spring Break or summer
trip wherein young people (generally college
students) travel to a poor area to do service is
a long-standing activity that has been branded
as “voluntourism.” As NPR explains, voluntourism is one of the fastest growing trends
in travel today. In fact, more than 1.6 million
volunteer tourists are spending about $2 billion each year to finance such trips.
In the abstract, the principle and imperatives underlying voluntourism seem well
intentioned. Many people are skeptical of
voluntourism’s rising popularity, however,
questioning the initial motivation for such
trips. In fact, college students have notoriously used these trips as a means offurther
legitimizing resumes rather than using them
as an outlet to express a genuine concern for
the poor.
Moreover, there is often a question of the
legitimacy of duration inasmuch as most of
these trips only last about one week or one
month. We must ask ourselves how much
change or benefit can possibly be affected in a
trip with such a short duration.
One medical student and contributor to
the Pacific Standard Magazine, Lauren Kascak, reflects on her experiences during three
international health brigades, short-term visits

-

semester.

Say what you want
about his religion, family, and
height—Tom Cruise deserves accolades for his stunt work. Taking
a look at the latest iteration in the
Mission Impossible series’ trailer
that was just released, you’ll have
to accept the fact that, yes, Tom
Cruise actually strapped himself
to an Airbus A4OO to get that final
shot. No CGI, no stuntman. Just
Tom Cruise. This is the time that
we use the adjective “epic.”
TOM CRUISE

-

a

My first reconciliation was a disaster.
If you don’t come from an aggressive-

Just because

housing is over doesn’t mean we’ve
seen the end ofpick time nonsense.
Your class pick time is up on Agora
Portal, and, if you’re like the majority of students, yours sucks. We’re
guessing it’s going to have to be
another semester of drop/add week
insanity in the fall, but we really
wish it didn’t have to come to this
(again).
You staying or leaving,
spring? Don’t play games with our
SPRING

-

hearts. Either be 45 degrees (balmy)
or 30 (with the wind, it feels like
zero). Also, stop it snow. Go away.
You’ve had your fun. Go home.
THE SCARFACE MANSION IS NOW

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE It’s a
taunt. The mansion featured in
Scarface— an actual mansion known
as “Fureidis” and located in California-just underwent a massive
renovation (heated floors and three
separate guest suites) and has been
put on the market. You can get a
slice of an absolute classic movie,
and who can stop you from running
around and yelling, “Say hello to my
little friend?” That is, if you have
$34 million lying around to through
at this grand estate. You hear that?
It’s the sound of a dream dying.
-

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD

to the area being served.

health care to impoverished communities in
a recent Pacific Standard article. Having felt
fulfilled when actually on the trips, Kascak
ultimately calls them “disillusioning.” She
first recalls that she ended up taking over 300
photographs on her first trip.
The interesting thing about voluntourism
is that it barely does any advertising, and yet,
remains a booming industry. What accounts
for this is the self-sustaining role of the commoditization ofvolunteering. Kascak herself
was inspired to go on her first health brigade
because ofphotographs she saw on Facebook
from her colleagues and friends who went on
these trips. The artifice of the photographs
made her truly believe that she was missing
out on “pivotal and fulfilling pre-med experiences.” Kascak felt increasingly uncomfortable with the photographs that she saw and
those that she took herself(“perfect” photos
modeled after ones she had seen). Asa selfproclaimed insider in the commoditization of
service, Kascak concludes that there are two
trends in social media photography that depict
“the suffering other” and “the self-directed
Samaritan,” each of which carries artificial
and paternalistic connotations and predicate
projection and advertisement of service over
the activity itself. She concludes by saying
that “voluntourism is ultimately about the
fulfillment of the volunteers themselves, not
necessarily what theybring to the communities they visit.”
Having been exposedto voluntourism
in high school in the form of a three-week
service trip to Quito, Ecuador, I can testify to
manyof these common gripes against it. The
“service trip,” with its regimented schedule that
included about the same time allotment for
spending time with children as it did shopping
and sightseeing, made many feel uneasy.
Perhaps the biggest consideration in voluntourism discourse is that offinancial economy.
For example, the cost for a student to go on the
aforementioned Ecuador service trip was approximately $3,000, and extending this to the
aggregate of the group of 20 students, about
$60,000. The capital used to finance the trip
for all the participants would, without question, be put to better use if it were sent directly

A counterargument to this assertion comes
from Jesuit theology, that an intangible “ministry ofpresence” is more sustainable than a
temporary financial influx. This simply means

that there is more value in cultivating memories and spending quality time with people in

these areas, rather than cutting them an impersonal check. Ultimately, the value of these
trips is in the spiritual benefit that volunteers
confer on the people whom they serve, and
vice versa. The case can be made that there
certainly is value in a “ministry ofpresence,”
but the notion that it is of greater benefit to
these communities than a financial gift would
is far too idealistic. Ultimately, the $2 billionplus spent financing these voluntourism trips
on an annual basis has the capacity to affect
substantial and sustainable change in impoverished areas all over the globe, especially
considering the disparity between health care
and other life-critical costs in these developing
nations relative to the United States.
With respect to financing, a comment
must be made on the unacceptable way that
service groups solicit donations from the
student body. The way that members ofthese
groups harass students in dining halls further
tarnishes the already tenuous viability of
service in this collegiate context. Pestering
and coercing students into donating meal plan
money completely contradicts the underlying premise of service, that it ought to be
individually and genuinely motivated. The
service members asking for money should put
a sign up for their cause, and we, as capable
BC students, can use our capacity to read it to
decide whether or not we would like to donate.
Ultimately, this represents an on-balance
critique and is in no way a condemnation of all
the service that is being done by young people
and college students today. Voluntourism is
not a pseudo-adaptationof Western colonialism (as Kascak would go on to suggest).
Voluntourism certainly does not do any harm
in the tangible sense. Itis ultimately a question
of opportunity cost.

Alis Dicpinigaitis is

an op-ed columnist

for The Heights.

He can be reached at
opinions@beheights.com.

Confessions of a Bad Catholic
Katerina Ivanov

CLASS PICK TIMES-

to developing countries that involve bringing

ly Mexican-Catholic family, reconciliation might be a foreign concept. But at
age 7, my first reconciliation, or confession, was a big milestone. In Religion
Education on Wednesday afternoons,
we practiced trial runs, during which
we’d take turns being the priest and
the confessor, practicing the Hail Mary
and Act of Contrition with the kind of
diligence only 7-year-olds can muster
(read: I ran around the church lobby and
tried to drink some Holy Water. Oh, the
sacrilege).
When doomsday approached, I was
painfully nervous. Even as a kid, the
concept of imparting all my childish
sins (lying to mom, mercilessly bullying
my younger sister, etc.) to a strange old
man in a dress seemed terrifying. When
the time came to relay my sins, I was
so anxious about the whole thing that I
completely forgot the list of wrongdoings
I had compiled in my head.
So I lied.
Naturally, I compensated quite creatively, using Harry Potter characters to
make up a fictional laundry list of awful
things I had supposedly done. My blatant
false and vaguely witchcraft-themed confessional shocked the poor man so much
that he let me off with a Hail Mary and a
disturbed look.
That was the first of my many fallingouts with Catholicism.
When I was growing up, the Catholic faith reminded me of the goody-two
shoes in class who told on her classmates’ bad behavior. She was always
there, judgmental comment ready, itching to turn you into the powers that be.
You’re sneaking out the window? That’s
a sin. Lying to your parents? Think of the
consequences to your actions! As you
grow up, and your misdeeds get more
and more serious, there she is, in the
back of your head: You’re going to Hell.

God, shut up Catholicism! You’re such
a buzzkill! I just want to drink the beer I
snagged from my parents and hid in my
sock drawer without you lecturing me.
It was around high school that religion turned into more of a nuisance than
a comfort for me. That’s when I started
disagreeing with the social doctrines
of the Catholic Church. All my religion
teachers basically considered me a demon because I would raise my hand high
in class and ask the sort of questions that
made everyoneuncomfortable.
“How can homosexuality be a sin if
God tells us to love everyone?”
“Do you think the officials of the
church contribute to the patriarchal
system in our society?”
Then there was the worst one: “Are
you sure about this whole God thing?”
In retrospect, being such a jerk about
the whole thing was not the proper way
to express my religious doubts. Do not
be a walking migraine and bring up abortion debates or capital punishment to
your poor, bemused high school teachers. Putting them on the spot regarding
some of the most difficult theological
questions you can ask yourself is not the
move.
For inquisitive, argumentative people,

whose political affiliations lean socially
liberal, religion can be a sure source of
conflict. Mixing organized religion with
liberal intellectuals is like putting a Tyrannosaurus Rex and a golden retriever
puppy together and saying, “Now, play
nice!”
But for some reason, many still identify as Catholic. Not in an “every Sunday
in the pews” devotee, sort of way. On
forms, we check “Roman Catholic” without a second thought. On Ash Wednesday, we go to church and receive smoky
crosses dutifully. We wear pastels to
Easter Sunday, and bow our heads with
the congregation, even if we feel phony.
We still wear the gold crosses we got for
confirmation—whether it’s out of duty or
sentimentality is anyone’s guess. We are
the “Bad Catholics,” the 800 Radleys of
organized religion.
So why do people do it? Why do
people still consider themselves a Catholic or a Christian even though they’re not
on board with so many of the fundamen-

Triumphs
of Babel

tal aspects of not only Catholicism, but
religion in general?
Maybe it’s a cultural thing. Maybe
over the years it has become part of
someone’s identifier in the same way “female” or “brunette” have. Maybe there’s a
sort of childish solace in repeating these
ritualistic actions of Mass and Reconciliation. As much as the world changes and
breaks and shatters, church always seems
to be consistent, doesn’t it?
Being a Bad Catholic can also make
you extremely envious of all the real
believers, the people who can put their
qualms and questions aside and have
actual faith in something, even without
tangible evidence it exists. Bad Catholics aren’t like that. Something in the
fundamental chemistry of our brains,
we’re missing something that determines
our ability to believe. There’s too much
doubt, or pessimism, or brashness there.
Maybe there’s a part of us all that
craves the idea of faith, and for that
reason we hang onto the tangible—to the
gold cross and the ashes.
This is a risky thing to write about.
There is a reason we don’t mention
religion at dinner parties: religion brings
up fervor in humanity that goes virtually
unrivaled. When answers to these questions of ultimate concern don’t align, the
results can be catastrophic. It is one of
the most controlled subjects at BC. We
are so concerned about being “safe” or
politically correct that, outside of theology classes, all we hear are often blase,
cookiecutter responses.
“I’m Christian, but I’m not practicing.”
“Church isn’t really my thing.”
We don’t bother with, “Actually, I’ve
had a complicated relationship with the
idea of God since I was a small child,
and somehow, I have certain culturally
Christian aspects ingrained into my view
of the world.” Maybe if we had honest,
raw conversations about these things
outside the classroom, if we confessed
how we really see the world, things could
be different.
But the reality is too complicated, too
difficult.

Katerina Ivanov is

an op-ed

columnist

for The Heights. She can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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Hagop Toghramadjian

Two weeks ago, I visited Jerusalems
Church of the Holy Sepulchre—the site
where Jesus was crucified, buried, and
resurrected. The barren rock where His
cross stood still protrudes in the middle of
the church, and kneeling before it, I was
surrounded by pilgrims of all ethnicities and
races. There were Romanian women in long
dresses and headscarves, an Ethiopian man
with his arms outstretched in prayer, groups
of Polish and Italian grandparents, and a mosaic of others whose backgrounds I could not
place. The distinctiveness of their whispered
languages—the soft and veryhuman notes
resonating through the church—struck me
profoundly, and filled me with a surprising
sense of joy and peace. The diverse multitude
praying at the foot of the cross felt right, as
if God was smiling down in approval at the
sparkling richness of His creation.
Humans, I am convinced, were made to
be diverse. Our cultural and linguistic differences are not artificial divisions—rather,
they are expressions of what is most deeply
and beautifully natural in us. Our dazzlingly
dissimilar customs and lifestyles enhance
more than just the breadth of human experience—they expand its depth too, accessing
aspects ofreality thatwould otherwise
remain

unexplored.

After all, each individual language and

culture offers a distinctive way of looking at
the world and nourishing the human spirit.
Armenians—who for centuries have had to
speak multiple languages in order to survive
as a minority in the Middle East—understand this well. One of their most famous
proverbs says, “You are as many people as
languages you speak.” Ineach vernacular,
you can express sides of yourself that cannot
be articulated in your own mother tongue.
Multiple factors make this true —the first, of
course, is vocabulary. Certain words simply
cannot be translated. The Portuguese word
“saudade,” for example, expresses a concept
similar but not equivalent to nostalgia,
and takes an entire paragraph to describe
in English. Beyond words themselves, our
entire ways of being are shapedby our
languages and cultures. Our views of youth
and age, duty and leisure, nature and time
are all profoundly influencedby our unique
cultural norms.
Throughout history, some have proposed
that an ideal world would have all of humanity melting together into one homogenous
amalgam. While many of us might not
fully agree with this sentiment, we have
wondered from time to time, “Were all one
human family; why do we have languages
and customs that divide us?” Such thoughts
can be quite common when reasoning from
a religious mindset. The story of the Tower
of Babel—the Biblical explanationof linguistic diversity—is often seen as a negative
intervention on God’s part, confusing and
confounding human unity.
But I think God’s provision for different
languages was a wonderful gift. Rather than
allowing us to become one unified mass,
all sharing the same flaws and weaknesses,
He made us incredibly different. Ifwe look
around, we cannot help but be reminded
that our way of doing things is not necessarily the right way to do them; diversity
stymies pride and reminds us of the need for
continuous growth. In addition to learning
from others, diversity gives us the chance to
share and strengthen what makes our own
cultures beautiful—which is, in my experience, a deeply joyful and fulfilling process.
Today’s rapidly globalizing world is beset
by powerfully homogenizing currents, and
the barriers between cultures are dissolving
at an unprecedentedrate. To some extent,
it is good that we seem to be growing less
divided. Sharing is truly wonderful. But the
problem with homogenization occurs when
cultures begin to erode, disappear, or die
out. This is an urgent problem: UNESCO
currently classifies 473 out of 6,909 living
languages as “endangered.” When a culture
vanishes, so does a part of humanity. When
a language dies, the human vocabulary
becomes more impoverished, and we all lose
a part of ourselves.
So let us take joy in the cultures we’re
part of, energetically preserving, deepening,
and enriching human distinctiveness. And
let’s celebrate all other cultures, learning as
much about them as we can.

Hagop Toghramadjian is an op-ed columnist for The Heights. He can be reached
at opinions@bcheights.com.
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Not a video,
but advice
for #BC2019

Connor Mellas
Boston College and its go-to viral
content warlock Sean Casey released

“Welcome #8C2019” last week—a

PHOTO COURTESY

OF BILLY

FOSHAY

With upcoming album, Bolton eyes next stage in career
MUJTABA SYED ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Textbooks

class notes

and stray pages of
are scattered on the

floor, finding space between the
piano, guitar, and drums. The
unmade,
bed is
and the rest of the room’s appearance appears completely secondary to
the professional equipment finding a home
within it: an expensive microphone rig,
sound equipment, and booming speakers.
It is a Friday afternoon, and William Bolton,
CSOM T6, is in the recording studio that
doubles as his bedroom.
As unreleased tracks from his upcoming
album, Love Supreme, play on the stereo
system, Bolton takes turns singing and
strumming the guitar, illustrating how he
creates the sound element to his songs. It
has been a busy few months for the aspiring
musician, spending time refining his sound,
crafting his upcoming album, and taking
steps to create a brand and plan out the
business side of his musical career.
“Basically, I’ve been releasing music on
SoundCloud for about a year and a half,”
Bolton said. “I have about 750,000 total
plays on soundcloud right now, which is
completely by myself—no manager, no label,
no marketing budget.”
While he has enjoyed considerable success from fans around the globe using the
online streaming service, Bolton believes
the next step in his career is to achieve the
popularity necessary to go on tour.
“In the modern music industry, you
want to get to the point where you’re able
to headline your own tours because the
majority of the money in the music industry is actually coming from live shows and
merchandise,” he said. “Touring is the big
goal, but the wayyou do that is by getting a
following online.”
With this in mind, Bolton went to Los
Angeles over Spring Break with a few goals
on his agenda: the filming of three music
videos for songs on his upcoming album
as well as multiple meetings with potential
managers andrecord labels. For the videos,
Bolton explained that the idea was to help
both current and potential fans get to know
him better—in ways that are sometimes dif-

ficult when only listening to his music.
“We’re really just creating a brand, and
branding me as William Bolton,” he said.
“The music’s there, but what really makes

people attached to an artist is the video.
This is how an artist looks, this is how he
sings—in a way, it’s like being able to interact
with the artist on screen.”
Bolton worked with lacob Owens, a
popular director in the Los Angeles music
scene. The three songs were shot in a variety
of locations in Southern California, each
with the hope of capturing the perfect mood
to accompany the music. For “Bad Girl,”
Owens filmed at the iconic Pink Motel, in
a video that features Bolton courting Miss
California.
While Los Angeles made sense as a
filming location due to its proximity to
managers and labels, Bolton says it is also
representative of his larger musical focus—one that deals with a rebirth of Motown, the
record company that moved from Detroit
to Los Angeles in 1972 and featured music
that helped integrate a country that was still
largely racially divided. Bolton, a native of
the Detroit area, views filming in Los Angeles as symbolic of his interest in bringing
back the popularity of Motown music in a
modern context.
“The rebirth of Motown is so important
me,”
to
he said. “Motown came out in the
'6os and early ’7os as this black music that
everyone was listening to, and it was one of
the first times you could go to a concert and
black and white people wouldbe integrated,
dancing with each other and having fun.
What I really want to do as an artist is make
music, American music, that everyone can
relate to and enjoy.”

As

he works toward this sound he

imagines creating (something

he feels he has accomplished
with his upcoming album), he
continues
also
to explore ways to build his
brand and gain the fanbase required to stage
a successful tour.
“We’re in the process of shopping all of
my new songs and new videos to different

labels and different management groups to
try and figure out who is the best team we
can put together to make sure this does well
online,” Bolton said.
While most would assume the logical
path for an artist to take would be to start
putting music on platforms like iTunes and
Spotify to create revenue streams, Bolton
is pursuing a decidedly different path as he
begins to monetize.
Using a mobile applicationcalled DMM,
Bolton has access to 3,000 of his fans that
use the platform to download his music, as
well as all of their contact information and
the ability to interact with them through
text messages, phone calls, and emails. The
application allows Bolton to view everyfan
ona map as well, letting him see the regions
globally in which he’s most popular. He
frequently uses the application to message
fans that have downloaded his music in an
effort to cultivate relationships and retain
them over longer periods of time.
Fans can currently download Bolton’s
music within the applicationfor free, though
he envisions using it in the future when he
begins to charge money. Unlike platforms
such as iTunes and Amazon, DMM will
allow him access to much more user data
as well as much higher proceeds from each
album sale. He admits this may lead to fewer
total album sales, at least initially, but he
thinks this strategy will allow him to build
stronger relationships with fans that may
very well mean longer term buyers and more
total lifetime revenue.
“The big thing is finding a management
group or a label that is in line with this
strategy, because it’s completely new and
not many people are doing it,” he said. While
certain high profile artists like 50 Cent, Talib
Kweli, and the application’s creator, Ryan
Leslie, who put their music on DMM, it
is still relatively new and working to gain
traction among both musicians and fans.
Bolton foresees using the new videos and
upcoming album to continue gaining
popularity on platforms like SoundCloud
and YouTube, and eventually using that
popularity to drive traffic to DMM.

“The last couple months, I’ve been
spending so much time on the business
aspect,” Bolton said. “But for me, doing

the business is directly related to the art.
Me being able to control and own my own
business is going to allow me to maintain
my creative freedom, and that’s what’s
most important to me.”

Walking

the line between
perfecting his music
and building his business, Bolton finds himself in the busiest time of his young career.
Amid meetings with potential managers
and labels, he hopes to finalize and release
the three new music videos and the full
Love Supreme album at some point within
the next two months.
“As far as all the releases, what we are
doing over the next month is meeting
with a bunch of managers and labels and
figuring out the best fit,” he said. “Once
we find the right team, it’s about how we
want to release the videos and the new
songs.”
Bolton’s biggest hit thus far has been
the title track to his previous album, Summer Breeze. In making Love Supreme, he
has taken slightly different, yet familiar,
tone in his work.
“My last album, Summer Breeze, is a
very summery, soulful project,” he said.
“This Love Supreme is a bit more mature
sounding. If Summer Breeze is like the sun
in the middle of the day, Love Supreme is
the moonlight.”
For now, Bolton appreciates moments
back in his pseudo-bedroom, mostly studio, away from the frequently invigorating,
and similarly stressful task of building his
career. He plays beats, sings the words that
come to his head, and strums the guitar to
capture the feel of the moment. lust like
that, another track is in the works.
“My favorite part of music is the
creating,” he said. “The feeling of making
something and putting emotions in music
is the best in the world. I want to make
sure that I can keep doing that." ¦

Rally targets University conservatism on student rights
Rights on the Heights, from A1
not with the ‘administration’ at-large, or with

individuals, or with the Church,” Bourff said.
“The problem is with theculture offear and
protectionism that plagues the management
of this institution.”
The theme of conservatism within the
administration was brought up again by Laurel Ciccaglione, part of Students for Sexual
Health and A&S T6. Members of her group
are best known for standing on the corner
of College Rd. and Beacon St. to hand out
free condoms—a location that is technically
not BC property. The distribution of birth
control is currently forbidden on campus,
as incidents of sexual intercourse outside
the bonds of matrimony are subject to disciplinary action, per the University’s student
guide. Ciccaglione said that the University’s
conservatism on sexual issues goes beyond
banning the distribution of free condoms
and extends to BC not providing enough
sexual health resources for students.
Billy Shyne, part of the GLBTQ Leadership Council (GLC) and CSOM T5, spoke

about his experiences as a gay student at BC
and told the story of how he contemplated
transferring after his junior year because of
the environment at BC. He said the intolerance that gays face from the student body
and the administration prevents GLBTQ
students from calling BC their home.
Shine said that although he has never
encountered an openly homophobic faculty member or administrator, he considers
the administration’s current treatment of
GLBTQ events to be homophobic. He believes that steps are being made in the right
direction with more educational resources
available in dorms, but still calls for more
transparency from the administration in
regards to why GLC events are modified
or cancelled.
Several speakersat the rally specified that
the allowance of this event was a step in the
right direction, while maintaining that the
administration was preventing some groups
from being heard.
“Just because we’re having this one rally
does not mean free speech is unfettered
here,” Bourff said. ¦
...

DREW HOO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Student speakers addressed a small crowd on O’Neill Plaza in a rally for student rights.

glowingly upbeat, made-for-Facebook welcome message that stealthily included just one shot of snow in
three-and-a-half minutes of video.
Don’t worry, I gotcha BC, we’ll just
sweep this minor ice age right under
St. Mary’s sod (wink). I blindly trust
everything I see on the Internet, so
I’m inclined to believe the Class of
2019 has its letters, and drinking Dr.
Pepper three times a day will let me
live to 104 years old.
Unfortunately, I wasn’t asked to
participate in the video. But I’d still
like to help the admitted youngins
learn how to be eagles.
1. Decide whether you’re an
O’Neill Library or a Bapst Library
eagle early on, and then vehemently
disdain the opposition for the rest of
your four years. Scoff right in front of
their dumb faces. Turn up your beak
and spit into the wind. How could
they study there? Hah! Fools. Mark
your territory and stick to it—that’s
what eagles do.
2. Stay humble. Eagles have very
few predators, and while smaller
animals like terriers and huskies will
try and get under your skin at every
hockey game, it’s best to simply take
the updraft. Please, just don’t do the
“Jesus loves us” chant.
3. Don’t make eye contact with BC
football head coach Steve Addazio.
He has a well-documented history of
poaching fifth-year offensive linemen and quarterbacks. But you never
know.
4. A large gathering of eagles is
called a convocation. Go figure. Have
fun at convocation, bring snacks.
5. Don’t be awful. There will be
times when you’ll have the opportube
nity to be a terrible eagle—you’ll
tempted to steal a clock from Lower,
smash a Mod window, abandon your
friends, peck a forest ranger’s eyes
out, fight a ref in intramurals, commit
an arrestable offense, order New Hong
Kong (likely an arrestable offense
in the FDA’s book). Instead, think:
WWJYD? (What would Jerry York
Do?) Win a national championship
and quietly return to your home in
...

Watertown.
6. Vary your diet. Once you
discover El Pelon, you’re going to be
sucking down burritos and quesadillas like the world is running out of
cheese. Mix it up with some fish (dead
or alive, either should work), turtles,
ducks, snakes, muskrats, frogs, baby
deer, rabbits, mice, and snails.
7. Take care of yourself, but don’t
feel the pressure to conform. Most
eagles have a nice dark brown plumage and a white head, but as long as
you feel you’re looking fine, nothing
else matters.
8. Don’t stress about your room.
You may not get the setup you truly
wanted, but as long as you have a
well-kept nest with great visibility
and proximity to prey, everything else
should fall into place. I know a lot of
eagles that thrived on Newton.
9. Let love come to you, but once
you find that special someone, embark
on a magnificent courtship composed
of high-flying maneuvers and heartpounding freefalls. Reach out your
talons and let romance in. Ah, young
love. Remember, though, no cohabitation! Unless you reinforce your nest to
prevent it from collapsing first.
10. When you’re flying home after
a night of partying, make sure you
don’t hit any wires and die of electrocution. According to a site that might
have been designed by a third grader,
most eagles have a mortality rate of 50
percent in their first year. Don’t be a
statistic. Hoo hah!

ConnorMellas is a senior staff columnist
He can be reached at

for The Heights.

news@bcheights.com.
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Going weird
in 2014-15

Michael Sullivan
Alex Carpenter’s head was down,
staring despondently at the ice. It was
a brutal sight. If you looked closely,

you could make out the puffiness
around her eyes swelled from the

ARTHUR BAIUN

/
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MINNEAPOLIS MELTDOWN
BC’s dream season ends with loss in NCAA Semifinals
By

Tom DeVoto

Asst. Sports Editor
Harvard forward
MINNEAPOLIS —When
Miye D’Oench came crashing into Boston
College defenseman Emily Pfalzer behind the
Harvard
2_ BC net, it brought
back memories of the
Boston College
1
Beanpot final between the two teams just over
a month ago.
In that game at Harvard’s Bright-Landry
Center, BC superstar Alex Carpenter gave a little

bit of a shove to Harvard’s Kalley Armstrong,
who went sprawling into the side boards, landing in a heap on the ice.
It was a penalty that sent the Eagles’ best
player off the ice for five long minutes, the
same sentence as D’Oench—except
D’Oench
received a game misconduct on top of her
major penalty.
Harvard capitalized on its massive opportunity. BC did not.
Harvard won its 14th Beanpot in February.
BC did not win the rematch on Friday.

In a game characterized by a myriad of
missed opportunities, the record-setting season
of Boston College (34-3-2, 21-0-1 Hockey East)
came to a sudden halt at the hands of Harvard
University (27-5-3, 16-4-2 ECAC). Goaltender
Emerance Maschmeyer shut down the Eagles
in a 2-1 win for the second straight meeting,
following her dominant performance in that
Beanpot final.
BC’s power play struggled mightily through-

See Women’s Hockey, B3

tears. The same went for Haley Skarupa in the postgame press conference.
Although she remained composed
while answering each question, she
clearly had let her feelings out somewhere between the bench at the Ridder
Arena and the locker room.
It’s hard not to feel a little bit for
Katie King Crowley’s women’s hockey
team. The Eagles marched through
their schedule early in the year, demolishing opponents on their way to a
28-game unbeaten streak to start the
2014-15 season. No team could handle
Boston College’s lethal offensive attack—lo Eagles finished in the top-75
in goal scoring, including two in the
top three (Carpenter and Skarupa). On
the defensive side, freshman goaltender Katie Burt burst onto the women’s
hockey scene by leading the nation in
goals against average, supplemented by
her 10 shutouts.
And now, on the biggest stage
of the year, the Eagles come away
with nothing. A 34-win season, the
program’s best, ended quietly in the
NCAA Semifinals on Friday night by
rival Harvard University.
In 2015, the women’s hockey team
just fits BC’s narrative. It’s not as if

the school’s

teams

haven’t experienced

miraculous wins and puzzling losses in
the past. After all, BC’s entire athletic
reputation comes from the unexpected. But the way BC teams have
won and lost—mostly
lost—this year
is downright peculiar. In fact, looking
across the board at the school’s five
most popular sports —football,
men’s
and women’s basketball, and men’s and
women’s hockey—has there been a
stranger year in recent memory for BC
athletics than this one?
Just look at the football team.
Expectations for head coach Steve
Addazio’s crew were low coming into
the season, as most media outlets
pegged the Eagles for a sixth-place
finish in the ACC’s Atlantic Division.
It was a fair prediction—with four-year
starting quarterback Chase Rettig and
reigning Doak Walker Award winner
Andre Williams both graduating, BC’s

See Column, B3

By

Tom DeVoto

Asst. Sports Editor
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Carpenter led the nation in scoring with 81 points, seven more than UM’s Hannah Brandt.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Boston College women’s hockeyforward
Alex Carpenter was named the winner of
the 2015 Patty Kazmaier Award on Saturday. The honor is given to the best player in
NCAA Division I women’s hockey.
Carpenter was one of three finalists for
the Patty Kaz, alongside Minnesota junior
Hannah Brandt and Boston University
senior Marie-Philip Poulin. BC teammates
Emily Pfalzer and Haley Skarupa made
the 10-person watch list for the award
as well.
Nominated for the second time in her
career, Carpenter is the first BC player to
win the award. The junior was the backbone
of BC’s offense, pacing its dynamic attack
to five goals per game, good for best in the
NCAA. The Eagles have reached the Frozen
Four semifinals in each of her three seasons
on the Heights.
Upon being announced the winner of
the award, Carpenter took the stage in Mc-

Kazmaier Award

Namara Alumni Center at the University of
Minnesota to thank her teammates, family,
and coaches for all they have done. She was
composed and lightheartedin her speech,
just 12 hours after BC’s season ended with a
loss to Harvard University across the street
at Ridder Arena.
“It’s a great moment for Alex and a great
moment for our program,” BC head coach
Katie King Crowley said in an interview
with BCEagles.com. “I’m really proud of
who Alex is, the player that she is, and
what she’s done for our program. It’s truly
awesome moment for Alex and theBoston
College hockey program.”
In 37 regular season games, Carpenter
finished with 37 goals, 44 assists, and
81 points, all of which led the nation.
Carpenter’s two linemates, Skarupa and
freshman Kenzie Kent, also finished in the
top 20 nationally in total points.
An alternate captain for BC, Carpenter
was a member of Team USA during the
2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia,
earning a silver medal with the team. She

Lacrosse: BC bests North Carolina

Baseball: Eagles get first ACC win

The No. 3 Eagles toppled the Tar Heels on
the road in overtime to stay perfect
B2

Birdball finally got in the win column with its
first conference victory of the season B 4

had four goals and an assist in five games
during the Games.
As the 18th winner of the honor overall,
Carpenter is the third winner from the
Hockey East Conference and the first since
Northeastern’s Brooke Whitney in 2002. In
12 of 18 years, the recipients of the award
has come from either Wisconsin, Harvard,
or Minnesota, three of the perennial powerhouses of women’s hockey.
Patty Kazmaier, the namesake of the
award, was a defender for Princeton
University during the early 1980s. She
led the Tigers to three straight Ivy League
titles from 1982 to 1984, earning multiple
league honors along the way. Kazmaier
died of a rare blood disease at the age of
28 in 1990.
Kazmaier’s spirit and determination
on the ice was influential in growing the
sport of women’s hockey from just a few
thousand players across the country to over
65,000 in the present day. She played with
a combination of size, speed, and strength
that few possessed at the time. ¦
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Junior forward Alex Carpenter wins Patty
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THUMBS Eagles
U 2J
By

BIG SAVES BC lacrosse goalie
Zoe Ochoa’s sprawling save in

kept the game tied
and allowed the Eagles to score
the winner just a few minutes
later. Ochoa’s heroics are a
big part of the reason BC lax
is still undefeated and first in
the ACC.
overtime

-

The ACC
was 9-0 in the first three days
of the NCAA Tournament,
and NC State —one
of BC’s
victims—upset No. 1 Villanova
to reach the Sweet Sixteen. We
have to give a shoutout to our
conference brothers who are
still alive in the Tourney. It also
makes us feel a little bit better
about BC’s 4-14 record in-conference in 2014-15.
CONFERENCE LOVE
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strand 16 on base in 15-inning loss to Pack

Michael Sullivan

Sports Editor

-
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NORTHBOROUGH, Mass.—
Betcha Mike Gambino wishes he
could take it back.
It's
9_
NC State
a hard
4
Boston College
call to
make with the game on the line.
Runners at first and second, one man
away, bottom of the ninth. The six and
sevenmen in the order due up. Each of
these two guys—Donovan Casey and
Logan Hoggarth, respectively—don't
have a lot ofpop, combining for only
two extra-base hits this season. But
they’re atop the leaderboards for the
Boston College baseball team in onbase percentage.
Gambino, the Eagles’ head coach,
wanted to beat the Wolfpack right in
that spot, but his gamble may have
cost BC the game.
The Eagles (6-13, 1-7 ACC) had
plenty of chances to beat North Carolina State (12-9,3-5 ACC) on Saturday
afternoon. Not once past the third
inning did they capitalize, leading to
a 15-inning 9-4 loss.
Up to that point in the bottom of

the final regulation frame, the Eagles
had left 11 men on base. Twice, they
left the bases loaded. In the fifth, BC
juiced the bags up with nobody out
and the heart of the order—Michael
Strem, Chris Shaw, and Joe Cronin
ready to blow the game open.But situational hitting plagued the Eagles, as it
has all season. Strem grounded it back
to the pitcher to force Johnny Adams
out at home, before Shaw and Cronin
both were set down at the plate by NC
State reliever Tommy Dejuneas.
But then came that ninth inning.
Gambino, having already seen his
boys struggle with their opportunities, optioned to take a serious risk.
He sat down Shaw, his best and most
dangerous hitter, for a pinch runner:
Geoffrey Murphy. He believed that,
with Casey and Hoggarth direcdy following, Murphy would have a better
chance to score on a single anywhere
in the outfield—justifiably so, considering the Eagles’ slugger Shaw doesn’t
run well.
The problem comes when the batters don’t deliver. Immediately after,
Casey grounded to second, allowing
the winning run—now Murphy instead of Shaw—to advance to third.
—

Unless that man out therehas therifle
arm of JeffFrancoeur, a runner can jog
backwards to home from third on any
hit to the outfield.
Gambino conceded that he
could’ve waited to pull that trigger
until there were two outs. If the
runners don’t move up depending
on what Casey does, it makes sense
to want the faster runner out there
at second with Hoggarth at the plate.
If Casey can move the runners
up—like he did —then replacing Shaw
for Murphy is a wash. Shaw may not
be fast, but he can score from third
on everything except, most likely, a
wild pitch/passed ball. Additionally,
it takes BC’s most lethal hitter out of
the lineup in case the Eagles’ hitters
cannot deliver—which they didn’t.
Hoggarth walked, loading the bases
for catcher Nick Sciortino, who lined
out to right.
The Eagles’ headcoach stood by his
decision to remove Shaw, noting that
it’s impossible to criticize decisions in
hindsight ofwhat eventually happened
in extras. “If his spot comes up later in
the game, you know, he doesn’t hit in
that situation,” Gambino said. “They
would have pitched it differently;’

Given when Shaw’s spot in the
order arrived, NC State probably
couldn’t have pitched it differently.
The following inning, the Wolfpack
had nowhere to turn, with the bases
loaded with Eagles, one man out, tied
in the 10th. Shaw’s spot in the order
came up.

But with Shaw out of the game,
it was Travis Ferrick, who had not

gotten a hit this season entering the
at-bat, stepping to the plate instead.
The Eagles’ utility player grounded
into a 4-6-3 double play, ending BC’s
last serious rally of the night.
The frustration over men left on
base clouded an excellent bullpen effort by the Eagles, an area of the team
Gambino noted as work in progress.
Jon Nicklas tossed 2 2/3 innings of
scoreless extra-inning relief, allowing
only a hit and three walks. Although
charged with theloss, Nick Poore also
put in an impressive effort, pitching 2
1/3 strong innings.
All pale in comparison to the
dominant work of Mike King, who
relieved Jesse Adams in the fourth
inning.

King mowed down the Wolfpack’s
hard-hitting lineup with five innings,

stranding four baserunners with six
strikeouts. “Mike King was as dominant as we’ve gotten used to seeing
from Mike King,” Gambino said.
The bullpen couldn’t hold up for as
long as Gambino needed. A complete
15th-inning collapse from Poore,
Trever Massey, and Luke Fernandes
led to a six-run outburst by NC State,
putting the game completely out of
reach.
Yet BC’s game really came down
to those men left on base, and what
could have happened if Shaw was still
in the game in thatbases loaded, oneout, extra inning situation. “I knew it
was a gamble at the time, but it was a

gamble oftaking thechance to win the
baseball game there,” Gambino said.
There’s no way the Wolfpack
could’ve avoided pitching to the
powerful right fielder Shaw. Working
around him threatened walking in
the winning run. Directly attacking
him risked an accidental meatball
that Shaw could’ve sent into the

stratosphere.
But Gambino removed Shaw.
And knowing what he knows now,
betcha he wishes he could’ve taken
it back. ¦

baseball
took down NC State in baseball
over the weekend to get its first
conference win of the season.
Next stop: Omaha, baby! Anything is possible for the boys in
maroon and gold.

BIRDBALL’S BACK- BC

THUMBS
BOWN
THE COMMITTEE - BC men’s
hockey landed the Group of
Death in the upcoming NCAA
Tournament, having to face
Denver and then possibly Providence (at Providence) on the
road to the Garden. We don’t
know what the selection committee has against the Eagles,
but they don’t deserve the incredibly difficult path they’ve
been assigned.

MICHAEL SULLIVAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Mike Gambino’s questionable decision to replace slugger Chris Shaw with pinch runner Geoffrey Murphy in the ninth inning may have cost the Eagles a chance to win the game in extras.

BC takes down UNC in overtime to stay undefeated
By Tommy

Heights

Meloro

Staff

CANCELLATIONS We get

it—it’s
cold and snowy outside. But
we are now more than halfway
through March. BC baseball
and softball really need to get
some games under their belts,
and soon.
-

CHAMPIONSHIPS -BC women’s

hockey had an incredible season, but it went 0-for-3 in title
games. The 34 overall wins
were great, but we’d probably trade a few of those for a
Beanpot, Hockey East Championship, or a National Title.
Lacrosse, don’t let us down.

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us

@HeightsSports

On a weekend where upsets
reign supreme during the open-

ing of March Madness (thanks
a lot,
North Carolina 9
Georgia
Boston College 10
State),
the Boston College women’s
lacrosse team extended that
trend to the turf field at Chapel
Hill, N.C., as the No. 3/4-ranked
Eagles (9-0, 4-0 ACC) ran to a
10-9 overtime victory over the
No. 2/3-ranked UNC Tar Heels
(8-2, 2-1 ACC).
It was a strange game for the
Eagles, but it was one full of encouraging signs for BC fans and
head coach Acacia Walker.
One of Walker’s main concerns following her team’s 16-15
overtime win against Louisville
was its lack of defensive execution.

While the Eagles tightened

SHORT

in

SPORTS

up and stifled the University of
Connecticut in its next game, the
step down in talent led to questions as to whether the defense
had actually improved.
This game against UNC ended those doubts.
Entering the game, North
Carolina had been averaging
14.22 goals per game, and hadn’t
scored fewer than 10 goals in a
single game.
BC completely shut down the
Tar Heels, limiting them to nine
goals (none in the final 18:41 of
regulation) and holding them
scoreless in overtime.
BC really only let the Tar
Heels back into the game once,
when UNC scored four goals in
a row early in the second half to
take the lead.
The Eagles have shown a
penchant for starting off halves
without the same intensity as
they show later on, a trend that
is both worrying and encourag-

ACC Women’s Lacrosse Standings
Conference

Overall

Boston College

4-0

9-0

Duke

3-1

9-1

North Carolina

1-1

8-2

Syracuse

1-1

8-2

Team

Louisville

1-2

7-2

Notre Dame

1-2

6-3

Virginia

1-2

6-4

Virginia Tech

0-3

5-6

ing-if BC doesn’t play a full 60
minutes against the best teams,
it could come back to bite it in
postseason play.
The Eagles have also been
beating top teams like Syracuse
University, the University of
Louisville, the University of
Notre Dame, and now North
Carolina, without truly putting it
all together over a whole game.
Behind the defense stands
BC’s secret weapon: sophomore
goalie Zoe Ochoa.
She made eight saves in regulation on 29 Tar Heel shots, but
it was her one save in overtime
that made all the difference on
the day.
With time ticking down and
BC clinging to its one-goal
lead, the Eagles turned the ball
over and UNC went on the offensive.
Ochoa came around from the
back of the net, lunging towards
UNC’s only shot of the overtime

Numbers to Know

period, turning it away and preserving the Eagles’ victory.
That victory was only made
possible thanks to the offensive
spark provided by Mikaela Rix.
Sarah Mannelly, Covie Stanwick,
and Rix seem to have a system of
rotating the leading scorer for
each game, leaving defenders

scrambling to cover all three.
Rix scored four goals on the
day, tying Stanwick for first
place on BC’s all-time leading
scoring list.
Stanwick was quiet against
the Tar Heels, failing to register
a single point for the first time
all year.
Mannelly and Rix, however,
were all over the Heels from the
get-go.

While it was Tess Chandler
who opened the scoring on a
free position shot, Mannelly and
Rix scored the next four for the
Eagles, before Chandler scored
her second, this one unassisted.

Mannelly’s two unassisted
goals in the first half were coast
to-coast, as she shredded the
Tar Heels defense and put the
ball past North Carolina goalie
Caylee Waters.
Rix’s goal in overtime that
sealed the win came courtesy of
an assist from Mannelly.
Overall, the game wasn’t BC’s
best-it came with four BC yellow
cards that handed the Tar Heels
man-advantage opportunities.
The Eagles also lost the turnover
battle, the draw control battle,
and were outshot and beaten on
ground balls.
As favorites fall hard and
fast as March Madness in college basketball is in full swing,
BC added yet another upset to
the list.
Now it’s up to the Eagles to
not fall victim to the very same
madness as they seek their first
ACC title and National Championship this year. ¦

Quote of the Week

2.17

The points per game for BC women’s
hockey forward Alex Carpenter, who
won the 2015 Patty Kazmaier Award as
the nation’s best player.

“Winning is fun!”

7.69
The power play percentage of BC
men’s hockey in two games this season against Denver University.

15
Innings played in a single game between
BC baseball and NC State on Saturday.
The Eagles lost 9-4.

Anonymous Boston
College baseball player
following a 3-1 victory over
North Carolina State

-
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BC’s offense struggled again versus Harvard’s Maschmeyer
a level that no goaltender would

1

From Women’s Hockey, B
out the game,

despite being

given multiple chances to get
something going. Although the

Eagles had nine minutes on the
man-advantage, they couldn’t
score a goal and only mustered
up nine shots on net during
that time.
Maschmeyer was the clear
MVP of the game, making many
stunning saves to stonewall the
Eagles. She controlled rebounds,
slid out to decrease the size of
the net for BC attackers, and
moved side to side quicker than
BC’s forwards could react.
After giving up five goals to
the Eagles in late November,
Maschmeyer came back with extra fire against BC. She played on

have been able to match, taking
command of the contests singlehandedly. In two games since the
drubbing at Thanksgiving, the
sophomore from Alberta saved
63 of 66 BC shots to stymie an
otherwise lethal attack.
“Of course I did,” Maschmeyer said, speaking about her
added incentive to win. “That
10-2 loss was not a great feeling,
so of course there’s extra motivation on that end. We had a lot of
fire to us, and a lot of motivation
behind that, for sure.”
“We ran into a goalie that
made some really great saves on
us,” BC head coach Katie King
Crowley said, “and we knew that
was going to happen.”
King Crowley’s Eagles got

pressure on Maschmeyer in the
first meeting, rattling her in
the early minutes with frequent
shots and constant pressure.
Once the Eagles put a quick goal
in the net, they got to her and
snuck a few more in by keeping
the pressure on. That didn’t happen on Friday.
BC almost broke through just
under a minute and a half into
the contest, but the goal was
eventually disallowed and wiped
off the board. The puck deflected
off of Kristyn Capizzano’s skate,
and it was determined that she
made a kicking motion to put the
puck in the net.
“We put one in early (in November), and that’s why I thought
that first one that Kristyn had
was tough,” King Crowley said.

“We got to Maschmeyer in that
first game because we put a lot
of pressure on her and after you
put one in, you can get to her. We

couldn’t put one in early today.”
BC freshman goaltender Katie Burt gave up two uncharacteristically bad goals, one of the
first signs of weakness in the
dynamic freshman’s college career. The first was a soft knuckler
from Armstrong that somehow
managed to sneak through Burt’s
five-hole, while the second went
in as bodies came crashing in
around Burt after a soft shot
on the penalty kill from Mary
Parker.
It was the 18-year-old’s third
loss of the season, and she has
been in net for the Eagles in 35 of
their 39 games in 2014-15.

that wraps up an otherwise stellar season for the BC
women, who swung and missed
on all three of their chances for
a trophy this season—Beanpot,
the Hockey East Championship,
and now the National Championship. Although the Eagles are
done for the year, King Crowley
liked what she saw from her
So

team.

“I’m

beat Boston University their first
two showdowns, but followed up
two clutch wins with a tie on the
road and a loss in the Hockey
East Championship.
While it is nice to think about
all the wins that BC had this
season, it is hard not to dwell on
the losses. The Eagles had to face
both of its Kryptonites —Boston
schools and repeat opponents
in Harvard on Friday, and the
challenge appeared to be too
much for them.
But had the Eagles faced
a different goaltender, gotten
a different bounce on Armstrong’s one-in-a-thousand goal,
or tucked one home on the manadvantage, they wouldn’t be on
a flight back to Boston one day
too early. ¦
—

extremely proud of the

season that our team had, what
our players have done for our

program and where they’ve
brought our program,” King

Crowley said. “They’ve done a
tremendous job, and this one is
tough to swallow.” Throughout
the season, BC struggled mightily playing its local rivals after
the first meeting. The Eagles

ARTHUR BAIUN

/
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The Eagles had no answer for Harvard goaltender Emerance Maschmeyer. She held the nation’s highest scoring offense to only one goal for the second time this season, the first came last month in the Beanpot Championship.

BC’s weirdness plagued many of its teams throughout this year
ference.

1

From Column, B

offense had plenty of questions.

But University of Florida
transfer Tyler Murphy and a
stable of running backs, led

by freshman Jonathan Hilliman, led the nation’s 15th-best
rushing attack to seven wins.
Addazio abandoned the power
run under Williams in favor of
with a newfound option threat.
The creative strategy helped the
Eagles win games they shouldn’t
have, like against then-No. 9
USC, culminating in a second
consecutive bowl appearance.
It’s how BC lost those six
games that made this season
more baffling. Some were your
standard losses, like against
Pittsburgh, Louisville, and
Florida State. Even BC’s fourthquarter collapse to mid-major Colorado State was fairly
typical. The most optimistic
fans can expect one of “those”
losses.

But no one expected BC’s
struggles from two yards out.
Of all things that could have
seriously gone wrong for the
Eagles this season, it was the
kicking game that often did
them in on the gridiron. While
it’s reasonable to expect a
downgrade after losing one of
the nation’s best kickers in Nate
Freese, it’s inexplicable for three
kickers to combine for seven
missed extra points.
Two of those missed PATs
directly led to BC losses.
Against Clemson, Mike Knoll’s
failed conversion on the Eagles’
second touchdown prevented
BC from attempting a gametying field goal with under a

minute to go. And in the Pinstripe Bowl against Penn State,
Knoll’s miss in overtime left the
defense
Eagles down one—BC’s
couldn’t hold up in PSU’s OT
attempt at a touchdown, and
that extra point made the dif-

On the court, it’s no surprise
that the Eagles had difficulties

raking in wins. But head coach
Jim Christian’s team teased fans
with near-upset victories all
season long. The Eagles hung
in with five teams that made
the tournament: West Virginia,
Dayton, Virginia, Louisville, and
North Carolina, all defeats. BC
also lost games to Miami and
Pittsburgh in the same peculiar
fashion. With the clock ticking
down, Patrick Heckmann twice
put the wrong spin on a gamewinning finger roll, leading to
heartbreaking overtime defeats.
And although the Eagles had
plenty of big men, with seven
players 6-foot-8 and over, most
were either injured for much
of the year (Idy Diallo and Will
Magarity) or ineffective against
everyone else (everyone else).
For the women, the oddities
came awayfrom Conte Forum.
Head coach Erik Johnson
preached accountability before
the season for his team, believing in his players’ ability to play
as a cohesive unit was their
biggest strength. Yet Johnson’s
team displayed anything but
that throughout the year.
BC was dysfunctional off
the court, with four players
suspended (including captain
Nicole Boudreau) and one
(Lauren Engeln) removed from
the team, all for unspecified
punitive issues. It may not have
changed the outcome of the
Eagles’ season, but to have so
many players on the same team
affected by disciplinary issues
comes as a surprise.

And then there’s the ice. I’ve
written before that the outsiders’ hopes for men’s hockey
were unreasonably high entering the 2014-15 season. In 2008,
2010, and 2012 (BC’s three title
years in the last decade) the
Eagles thrived on their of-
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Steve Addazio, Jerry York, Erik Johnson, Katie King Crowley, and Jim Christian (clockwisefrom left to right) have all been distressed by BC’s oddities.
fense. Last year’s Frozen Four
run continued that trend with

the high-octane line of Johnny
Gaudreau, Kevin Hayes, and Bill
Arnold.
But this year, the Eagles have
lacked a reliable attacker. Even
top-liners Alex Tuch, Adam
Gilmour, and Zach Sanford
go through extended scoring
droughts that leave BC relying
too heavily on goalie Thatcher
Demko to keep games from getting out of hand.
To compensate, head coach
Jerry York built his team around
strong defensemen. The team
had trouble adjusting to this
new strategy early in the year,
as BC slumped to a double-digit
ranking. The team has since
rebounded to earn the No.
11-seed in the NCAA Tourna-

ment —the

Eagles will play a
challenging Denver University
this Saturday. But given the program’s immense success over
the last few years, it’s strange
for BC to play an underdog role
on its path to the Frozen Four.
None is stranger than that
women’s hockey team. For all of
BC’s regular season accomplishments, the team doesn’t have
a single trophy to show for it.
In the Beanpot final, Harvard
goalie Emerance Maschmeyer
stood on her head to keep the
Eagles’ prolific scorers from
finding the ropes. BC collapsed
4-1 to Boston University, a
team BC defeated twice in the
regular season, in the Hockey
East Championship game. And
now against Harvard again in
the NCAA semis, BC had no

answers for Maschmeyer.

The only season in the last
decade that comes close to BC’s
weirdness is 2007-08. York’s
team lost goalie Cory Schneider,
now of the New Jersey Devils,
but still went on to win the National Championship with the
help offreshman John Muse.
Quarterback Matt Ryan led BC
to its first 11-win season since
1940, reaching a peak ranking
of No. 2.
Since joining the conference in 2005, it was the first
time the Eagles competed for
the ACC Title, only to lose to
Virginia Tech. But men’s basketball made 2007-08 particularly
was the first losing
strange —it
season under A1 Skinner since
1999-00, breaking a four-year
stretch of NCAA Tournament

berths.
But many of those strange
occurrences were positives
for BC. This year, much of the
Eagles’ oddities has been negative. But for all of their weird-

ness and losing habits, BC’s
teams have been incredibly en-

tertaining to watch—especially
football and women’s hockey.

Only men’s hockey remains
alive among the Big Five sports.
And although the team is a huge
underdog to make it through
four games in this year’s tough
tournament field, Jerry York’s
team has a chance to turn that
weirdness back into a positive.

Michael Sullivan is the Sports
Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at sports@bcheights.
coin.
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Burke, Dunn stymie North Carolina State for first ACC win
thanks to the starting pitcher. As
By

Michael Sullivan

Heights Editor
NORTHBOROUGH, Mass.Jeff Burke had one thing on his mind
after Mike Gambino took the ball
NC State
1_ fromhim
Boston College 3
midway

through the eighth inning. When
he got on the bus after the game,
Burke wanted someone to blast
“Baton Rouge.”
Down in the bayou, fans of Louisiana State University roared in between innings when the loudspeakers

blared Garth Brooks’ southern

anthem. For LSU supporters, the
song doesn’t only represent pride in
their hometown, but it also serves as
an audial manifestation of winning.
Andin its three-game set against the
then-No. 4 Tigers last month, the
Boston College baseball team heard
that song more than it had hoped.
The powers-that-be showed BC
no mercy heading into the 2015
season, scheduling three series for
BC against ranked teams—LSU,
Louisville, and Florida State. Each
of thenine games resulted in defeat.
Some, the Eagles had no shot at, like
the series against the Tigers in which
the Eagles got swept by a combined
score of 31-10. Some broke hearts,
like BC’s late-inning collapse against
FSU.
For a team to constantly lose
against schools that have the resources a New England college can’t
compete with, such as heat, it can
be demoralizing to have this happen
each week.
At the New England Baseball
Complex 40 minutes north of John
Shea Field, which still is unsuited
for playing conditions, BC got that
boost it desperately needed, largely

winds swirled in chilling 29-degree
weather, the Eagles (6-12,1-6 ACC)
defeated North Carolina State University (11-9, 2-5 ACC) by a 3-1
margin.
Throughout the game, each
time the Wolfpack threatened offensively, BC pitchers shut them
down, especially Burke, who scattered seven baserunners—five hits,

7 1/3 innings. Even
when threats appeared early on,
Burke held strong. In the top of the
second, Burke allowed two men on
with one out before inducing designated hitter Ryne Willard to ground
into a 4-6-3 double play.
His success at keeping runners
two walks—over

offbase came largely from his stellar
infield defense on the left side, with

Joe Cronin at third and Johnny Ad“It’s pretty easy to

ams at shortstop.

get through seven innings when you
know ground ball after ground ball

won’t

get by you,”

Burke said.

Sometimes, the lanky pitcher
didn’t need the help of that infield
at all. With a runner on first in the
fifth, Burke snagged a soft liner from
NC State shortstop Joel McKeithan,
catalyzing a 1-3 double play, while
also notching three strikeouts. Gambino credited Burke for his ability to

lock down the corners ofa somewhat
inconsistent strike zone with excellent pitch placement. “He was locating his fastball, and he had his slider
for a strike going,” the BC head coach
said. “I think it’s not really a surprise
to all of us to see him dothat to a very
good NC State lineup.”
NC State’s only threat came in

the eighth. After allowing a walk
Burke was pulled in
favor of hard-throwingrighty Justin
Dunn. The reliever, however, brought
to McKeithan,

MICHAEL SULLIVAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Starter Jeff Burke and reliever Justin Dunn combined to stiffle the Wolfpack from the mound while the offense shined to give BC its first conference win.
FSU, allowing a double to Brock van Casey upped his team-leading the most difficult stretchfor BC apGambino said. “It’s not surprising
Deatherage to score the Wolfpack’s
first run and following it up with a
walk to Preston Palmeiro. After the
brief scare, Dunn settled down, retiring cleanup man AndrewKnizner to

end the eighth, closing out the ninth
with a 1-2-3 inning.
At the plate, BC shined. Chris
Shaw started a rally in the second
by getting on with an infield single.
The big man got into scoring position thanks to NC State’s starter.
Cory Wilder’s wildness, throwing
consecutive pitches to the backstop,

allowed Shaw

to

lumber down

to

third. Once there, left fielder Dono-

shades back to his meltdown against

batting average to .342 with an RBI
single up the middle.

The Eagles also showed off their
depth—Blake Butera and Gabriel
Hernandez were both unavailable for
this game, which allowed freshman
Mitch Bigras to find a spot in the
starting lineup. Bigras thanked Gambino byrocketing an RBI triple down
the right field line to score Eagles’
DH Logan Hoggarth. Moments later,

leadoffman Jake Palomaki tackedon
the insurance run with a single to
give BC its third run of the game.
With no remaining teams on the
docket that are currently ranked,

pears to have ended. Still, it’s hard to
compete even against the non-elite
teams, especiallywhen many schools
in the conference come from below
the Mason-Dixon where 110 inches
of snow (and counting) don’t lay on
the ground over their home baseball
fields as it does at Shea.

Yet for the Eagles, a team that has
struggled to overcome the natural
advantages of those ranked teams,
finally getting thatfirst ACC win may
confirm a hope in their talent can
sometimes seem elusive.
“We’ve had six of those nine
ballgames where they got the hit,”

to any of us because we believe in it.”

On the return trip to the

friendly

confines of Chestnut Hill, Burke got

his way. The entire team sang along
to the (perfectly memorized) chorus
of the LSU victory song in disjointed
harmonies, letting loose that fun
demeanor they’ve showed all season.
One player stood up and shouted
above the deafening off-keyrendition
of a 20-year-old country song what
likely was on the minds of many of
the Eagles. And it’s something Birdball hopes to say a lot more this year
on its upwardreturn to respectability.
“Winning is fun!” ¦

MICHAEL SULLIVAN / HEIGHTS EDITOR
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Chestnut Hill Nails

Join OurTeam
Write for Sports.

n

Sports meetings are Sundays, 4:30 p.m. in the McElroy Lounge
Email sports@bcheights.com with any questions or concerns
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Peace Corps Visits Boston College
Information Session & ApplicationWorkshop

Wednesday, March 25
5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Gasson 306, Boston College
C,* COfi

&

Choose where you want to go. Apply in one hour.
Make a difference overseasas a Peace Corps Volunteer.
peacecorps.gov 855.855.1961
-

Specialize in Freehand Design Gel
and Pink&White Acrylic Nails.
Professional Nail Care For Ladies And Gentlemen.

1)5Bff Manicure
anffl Pedicure

Open 7 Days a Week
Monday-Friday 9:3OAM-7:OOPM
Saturday 9:3OAM-6:OOPM
Sunday 10:00-6:00PM
616A Hammond St, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

(617) 566-2525
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COMMUNITY
HELP WANTED
$$

BABYSITTING JOB

SPERM DONORS WANTED $$

Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank’s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.

k

“ ewton family needs driver/babyN

sitter to work 2-3 hours MondayThursday afternoons and drive 3
kids to/from activities, mostly within
Newton. Opportunities to drive in
evenings to other MetroWest locations if possible. $l5/hour starting.
Call Mac 617.216.3783.”

ACROSS
1 NetZero and
AOL
5 Winter
precipitation
9 “Poison” plant
14 NBAer O’Neal
15 Classic film
character whose
last word was
“Rosebud”
16 “The Devil
Wears
17 Linus’ trademark
in “Peanuts”
comics
20 Bone: Pref.
21 U-shaped river
bend
22 USN rank
23 NYC dance
troupe
25 Daunting duty
27 1959
Hudson/Day film
33 Emulated
Michael Phelps
36 School subj. with
a lab
37 Link with
38 Stable newborns
39 Chatter
40 Mistaken
42 Wine, on le

INTERESTED IN
PLACING A CLASSIFED
AD?
EMAIL

ADS@BCHEIGHTS.COM

9

payment app

WE ALL LOVE FOOD, SO LOAD MONEY, SPEND MONEY
Buy one large 16oz one topping pizzo,get
a second half off. Valid offer one per day.
153 9UT>€«LAND

menu

43 Increasing in
vol., musically
45
firma
46 Decline
47 Rope material
48 Song publisher’s

RD. BRCHTON MA 021»

Buy one entree, get a second half off.
Valid offer one per day.

rBLACRfACK
aPASTAjBAR

output

50 Othello’s
confidant
52 Barnyard clucker
53 Former Texas
governor
Richards
55 Church keyboard
59 Say
63 Waistline
concern
66 Without a break
67 “Not a problem”
68 Sky bear
69 Fizzy fountain
drinks
70 Lowly laborer
71 CPR pros

52 QUEBMSBERRV ST. BOSTON, MA 02215

Not to be combined with any other offer. Exclusive to looped In users.
www.oreyoulcopedrvcom

Bethany
Hamilton

Me, quit?

r

Never.

DOWN

1 “That
last
week!”
2 Females

o

By Peter Schaefer

3 War-ending
agreement
4 Rat on the gang
5 Hit the slopes
6 Belg.-based
peacekeeping
9P-7 Black stone
8 Jack who played
Sgt. Joe Friday
9 Breed, as
salmon
10 Keats’ Grecian
vase
11 Disturbs the
status quo
12 Port in Yemen
13 Litter box users
18 Like some hightech machines
19 Search (for)
24 Bed with a mate
26 Gl show gp.
27 TV show about a
consultant
thouqht to have
ESP
28 “As if !”
29 Having similar
opinions
30 Canines and
molars
31 “But only God
can make
Kilmer

THE HEIGHTS HAS
A NEW AND IMPROVED
WEBSITE, UPDATED DAI-

IwyJUST

for

YOU.
CHECK IT OUT.
32 ‘The Maltese
Falcon” actor
Peter
34 Suspect’s story
35 “Hardball” airer
38 Case of false
incrimination
41 Surg. branch
44 Restful retreat
48 Achy
49 False
51 Olympians’
dreams

53 “Famous” cookie
guy
54 Chile boy
56 Surprised sound
57 Fluish feeling
58 Wolfe of
detective fiction
60 Time in office
61 Sunrise
direction
62 Nutritional stds.
64 Forensic ID
65 D.C. bigwig

RISING ABOVE
GAIN THE PROFESSIONAL ADVANTAGE
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m

\
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2015 Study Options:

-
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\

Certificate in Data Analytics
and Visualization
Certificate in Digital Journalism
Certificate in Digital Marketing
Certificate in Economics and Geopolitics
of Energy
Certificate in Events and Entertainment
Management

Certificate in Healthcare Administration
Certificate in Project Management
Certificate in Real Estate Residential
Property Management

Certificate in Scriptwriting
Certificate in Sports Media

Prepare yourself for the next steps in your
career this summer!
The NYU School of Professional Studies Professional Advantage
program is offering college juniors and seniors, as well as recent
college graduates, the opportunity to gain valuable career
development skills and a view into professional practice.

Two-week, professionally oriented intensive certificates allow you
to explore career options and to gain the competitive edge as
you think about your career path, apply to graduate school, or
search for that first job.
In addition to rigorous work in the classroom during the day,
several evenings will be devoted specifically to your career
development.
Career focused activities include attending networking events,
benefitting from employer site visits, and improving your
interviewing and resume-writing skills. You will learn to brand
yourself personally and professionally, while gaining valuable
industry-based knowledge.
New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution. ©2015

NYU School of Professional Studies.

Application Deadline:
June 15, 2015
For more info

and/or

to apply:

sps.nyu.edu/professionaladvantageacademyos
Program Contact
Phone: (212) 998-7188

E-mail: spsprofessionaladvantage@nyu.edu

NYU SPS
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Hollywood plagued by constant sequels and overdonefranchises
Caleb griego
“I’ve left pretty explicit instructions
to be any more features,”
George Lucas said in regards to a Star
Wars sequel trilogy in 2008. “There
will definitely be no Episodes VII-IX’.’
These were admirable words.
Disney’s acquisition in 2012 of
Lucasfilms solidified the future of
the nerf herder and the adventures of
Indy. They will crawl on for the next
decade. With these films’ creator in
the far, far away galaxy—taking only
a backseat production role —Disney
purports to create new stories and
spin-offs, like the newly announced
Rogue One. The Disney monolith
is not known to sit on its IP for any
considerable amount of time (we
needed another Cinderella) and likely
will run with Star Wars until is profitability sinks deep into the swamps of

for there not

Dagobah.
Unfortunately, it is not just
Lucasfilm that will soon experience
the Disney treatment. This kind of
serialization of content is a pervasive

move in Hollywood as of late. New
content follows leagues behind the
established brands of stars and young
adult literature, as name recognition
puts people in seats. There is a sense
of security in brands that allows for

rebooting, repackaging, and reselling.
The slated releases of 2015 are ripe
with an inordinate amount ofreboots
and sequels. Long awaited follow ups
like Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2, Sinister
2, Avengers: Age of Ultron, Terminator Genysis, Ted 2, and Jurassic World
will surely delight, scare, and thrill
audiences everywhere. We’ll surely
not be left in the dark with all these
lovable characters making a summer
pilgrimage.
And let’s not forget, long cherished
films that need the big screen treatment yet again, to tell us the same or
similar story again, like Poltergeist,
Mad Max: Fury Road, National Lampoon’s Vacation, Pan, and for some
reason, more Steve Jobs in Steve Jobs.
Now, it would be easy to blame the
industry for churning out more of the
same, but they are merely capitalizing on the wants of the viewers. The

average viewer subscribes to that kind
of base brand loyalty that influences
what clothes we wear and what food
we eat. The visual media we consume
is no different. In an industry where
advertising and marketing plays an
important role in the success at the
box office, it is a much more secure
investment to take on a brand that
already has a viewership than another
fresh off the writer’s desk. In many
ways, it is as much our fault as it is
the fault of the studios. We’ll be happy
to see Liam Neeson rescue the family
goldfish in Taken 12, as opposed to
more obscure or unvalidated content.
There is a sense of security in knowing exactly what we are going to get.
The homologous landscape reflects
our own desires in film.
As filmgoers, at a certain point, we
need to let things die. When a story
has been told, we need to close the
book. As much as we would love to
see our favorite characters grow and
live on indefinitely, at some time their
stories needs to end. Letting go can be
hard. We need to ask the hard questions: Do we need to see more? As

much as we would love to see Judge
Dredd file some paperwork and as
much as we would enjoy seeing more
of the Ghostbusters enacting paranormal justice, some things are best left
to the imagination.
This is not just for the benefit of
the works themselves, giving them
proper closure so their eventual end
actually means something, but for
newer films that never get to shine.
Living in the shadows of existing franchises can prove to be difficult. To get
momentum in the industry, it is a race
for audiences. This may be reason for
the influx of book adaptations (The
Hunger Games, Divergent), trying to
translate readership into viewership
with no effort on part of the studio.
It’s a head start wherever you can get
it.
For the younger generations, will
they ever have a Star Wars of their
own, so long as Star Wars is still
around? Not everything can be like
that space opera, but newer films
could certainly try if given the opportunity. Films like Jupiter Ascending are
important to look at as they are origi-

nal screenplays that are attempting
to break the mold, at least in science
fiction. The Wachowskis took a risk.
It did not pay off, but it was an honest
attempt and it should be appreciated
as one. It certainly doesn’t serve as any
motivation for directors, writers and
producers to helm original content,
but that area of Hollywood has been
vacant for some time now, without the
Wachowskis aid.
It is these kinds of risks that bring
forth great ideas and great movies—something so crazy and so different it
just might work. These are the films
that live on past their release, and not
just because of incessant sequels.
In the wise words of Vin Diesel,
“When I first did The Fast and the
Furious, I didn’t want there to be a sequel to the first one. I thought, ‘Why
would you rush to do a sequel—just
because your first film is successful?"
Good thought, Vin. See you in
Furious 7.

Caleb Griego is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.

‘Insurgent’ can’t rebel against the typical
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Series lead Shailene Woodley (right) and Kate Winslet (not pcitured) can’t save the second installment in ‘The Divergent Series.’
Chris Fuller
Assoc. Arts A Review Editor
By

When compared to The Hunger Games or
even Twilight, Tire Divergent Series is having a

rough time finding the devoted fan base and
strong reception thatother book-to-film teen
drama adaptations have enjoyed. Both of the
series’ releases seem to have slipped under the
radar, garnering nowhere near the opening
weekend

INSURGENT

Robert Schwentke

box-office
revenue of

their fantasy genre
counter-

parts or recent releases like Fifty Shades of
Grey. Insurgent, the sequel to Divergent,
recycles its predecessor’s plot structure and
atmosphere, and does very little to make up
for its contrived, regurgitated storyline.
As the story goes, a few days after the
attack on the Abnegation faction, one offive
factions that Chicago hasbeen split into, Tris,
Four, Caleb, and Peter are hiding out from
Jeanine, the leader of the Erudite faction.
Jeanine has found a box, apparently made
by the founders of the enclosed city, that she
believes holds the answer to the Divergent
problem. Divergents are people that fit into
multiple factions and therefore should belong
to any particular faction. To her dismay, only
one Divergent can open this box (I really wonder who it’s going to be). Jeanine orders that
all Divergents be hunted down and captured,

and our heroes are put on the run again. The
crew goes to the Factionless sector of the city
andprepares for civil war between the factions
and factionless.
Insurgent loses itself in a tangled mess
of lackluster secondary characters. Shailene
Woodley’s Tris is compelling, forceful, and
makes for a great lead, but almost everyother
character is mistakable for another or useless
altogether. Miles Teller physically stands out
from the rest of his male counterparts because
of his recent success in Whiplash, but Jai
Courtney, Ansel Elgort, and Theo James could
have swapped characters in the middle of the
film and few viewers probably would have
noticed. Insurgent assumes the viewer has
intimate knowledge concerning characters’
motivations or how consequentiallosing them
would be to the rest of the film.

It’s understandablethatthe producers and
casting crew would want areputable actress to
play Jeanine, but Kate Winslet just looks like
she’s reading her lines offof a cue-card. Being
power thirsty is, on its own, a poor quality for
a villain. She has no redeemable quality and
Winslet’s performance lacks intrigue. The
only character that holds any emotional
weight in Insurgent is Tris, which makes the
audience careless to the general development
of the plot.
Tire Divergent Series, being an adaptation
of Veronica Roth’s novels, has some avoidable
issues crossing over between the films and
the books. The overarching themes of both
are extremely heavy-handed and unoriginal.

Similar metaphors for socioeconomics have
already been made in J.K. Rowling’s Harry
Potter series, as well as Lois Lowry’s The Giver.
The series offers virtually no originality and,
watching it, theviewer is likely to recall other,
better series of similar nature throughout
the film.
Visually, Insurgent actually has something
going for itself. The rustic set designs and
props in the shadier parts of the city pop
off the screen beautifully while the sleeker,
more refined administrative building foil the
poorer parts of Chicago, its unapologetic setting, really well. The film’s weaponry, on the
other hand, looks like overdone squirt guns.
Characters’ garb meshes seamlessly with the
environment. But, again, these components
of the film mirror those of Tite Hunger Games
almost perfectly—and when they don’t, it’s
because The Divergent Series feels cheaper.
Tlie Divergent Series should never have
been made into film. It’s just another adaptation of a popular teen novel series that offers
no new material for the film industry. The
only notable performance and component of
the series is Shailene Woodley, but she doesn’t
make up for the mediocre nature of the films
or the series’ story. The Divergent Series feels
like it was designed entirely as a Hollywood
cash-cow, but even when it comes to raking
in cash, the series is doing poorly. With still
one installment left to go, 7 he Divergent Series is already postured to fade into the dark
recesses of the fantasy flop adaptationsof the
last decade. ¦
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1.

GIRL ON THE TRAIN
Paula Hawkins
2. ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT
SEE
Anthony Doerr
3. ENDANGERED
C. J. Box
4. A SPOOL OF BLUE THREAD
Anne Tyler
5. THE BURIED GIANT
Kazuo Ishiguro

6. LAST ONE HOME
Debbie Macomber
7. THE NIGHTINGALE
Kristin Hannah
8. WORLD GONE BY
Dennis Lehane
9. THE ASSASSIN
Clive Cussler &
Justin Scott
10. PRODIGAL SON
Danielle Steel
SOURCE: New York Times

Sean Penn, Javier Bardem misfire with thriller ‘The Gunman’
By Tyler

Wilkinson

Heights Staff
Think of all the great movies and

television shows that Sean Penn, Javier
Bardem, and Idris Elba have been a part
of: Mystic River, No Country for Old Men,
Milk, Luther, Biutiful. It takes a certain
breed of actor to consistently bring to life
great cinematic characters. The Gunman
should never, ever, (and I repeat) ever
touch this
THE GUNMAN
list with
Pierre Morel
a 10-foot
pole. A
parade of

negative
words could be used to describe this
film, but the word that mostly fits the
description is sloppy.
In this international crime thriller,
Sean Penn plays the hired gun JimTerrier,
who is assigned to provide security at an
airfield in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. He is forced to keep this occupation a secret from his girlfriend Annie
(Jasmine Trinca), a medical worker for
an international NGO. Terrier works in

tandem with his boss Cox (Mark Rylance)
and confidant Felix (Javier Bardem) in
their airstrip operation, but it is quickly
revealed to be a cover-up for another mission related to mining interests.
A multinational mining corporation
has a vested interest in continuing the
extraction of minerals such as diamonds
and gold despite the decade-long civil
war in the DROC. Terrier’s true mission,
Operation Cavalry, is to assassinate the
minister of mining who recently cancelled all mining contracts. After Terrier
finishes his assignment, he is forced to
leave the country for years without being
able to notify Annie.
Eight years later, Terrier returns to the
DROC to provide security for well-digging. While his current life seems peaceful, he is suddenly haunted by the crime
he committed eight years ago when three
armed men come to kill him. In order to
learn the answers, Terrier ventures to find
Cox in London and Felix in Barcelona.
Sadly, his main discovery is that his lover
Annie has married Felix. In a trail of deceit and deception, Terrier finds out that
he is hunted by the very men who hired

him in order to cover up loose ends.
The film lacks character development, good dialogue, and a decent plot.
From the outset of The Gunman, there
is clearly a love triangle between Felix,
Annie, and Terrier. Felix is interested in
Annie, but he plays the kind foil to the
macho Terrier. After eight years, Terrier
and Annie remain the same but Felix
has changed from a kind NGO worker
to a drunken NGO magnate who is only
involved due to vested interests. The
absence of Felix’s character development (the eight years in between) only
scratches at the surface to show how ill
conceived this very abysmally written
this screenplay really was.
The film also used some of the
cheesiest, corniest, and saddest dialogue
I have ever heard in a movie theater.
This could have been partially justifiable too if the plot was decent (... on
another note, the plot was not decent).
The most likely and understandable
viewer response is: “Really?” Terrier
takes the utmost precautions to stay off
the grid, but when he gets sick, is he really going to go to a hospital and get an

PHOTO COURTESYOF OPEN ROAD FILMS

Despite its all-star cast, ‘The Gunman’ is marred by poor character development.
MRI? After seeing Terrier, for the first
time in eight years while celebrating the
adoption of her first child, is Annie really going to go to his room and have sex
with him after she told him off? Really?
And Annie’s trip to see Terrier is sanctioned by her husband, really? During
the climax, Cox takes all precautions to
spike Annie on drugs, but it turns out
she was faking the whole time just to
leave at the last moment? Really? This

loose script is only exacerbated by the
brief and questionableplot necessity for
Idris Elba’s character.
I’m sure this movie was primarily
financed to show off how good Sean
Penn’s body can be at 54 (and it’s damn
good), but that is not enough to salvage
the wreck of this film. It almost felt like
a public service for me to watch this film
for two hours, just so you wouldn’t have
to in the future. ¦
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Insta-photography finds its new filter in Maloney frame

ALEX STANLEY / HEIGHTS STAFF

Showcasing iconic locations from Boston College’s campus, such as Gasson and Conte, ‘From The Eagle’s Eye’ examines art from the vantage point of the everyday student by featuring Instagram and iPhone photography.
By

Eileen Kao

come accustomed to back into the real

For The Heigh ts
Filtered images of Gasson and snowy
lawns have come to rule Boston College’s
digital landscape, with students coming
in frequent contact with the idyllic
pictures of the University, scrolling
through them on Instragram inbetween
classes. Hike up the contrast, and the
mundane can appear exciting. The
exhibit hosted and collected by the
Office of Student Affairs takes these
popular digital images and blows them
up beyond their initial touchscreen size.
Plastered along the walls of Maloney,
these works bring the digital work we’ve

world.
Back in late September and early
October, the Office of Student Affairs
began to advertise that it was collecting
photos from students that showed what
BC meant to them, ft said there would
only be a few works that were going to
be displayed in the gallery and that the
gallery would showcase different parts
of BC.
There were a total of 19 photos that
were displayed in the lobby of the Office of Student Affairs. The photos were
strewed across the walls of the room
in no specific arrangement. Although
viewers can most likely make their way

around the gallery in less than 15 minutes, the smaller size of the gallery does
not detract from its significance. The
19 selected works show off a range of
talents and photographic styles.
Most of the pictures featured iconic
places at BC, from Gasson, to the reservoir, to Conte Forum. Submissions
were allowed to be taken with any type
of camera, which meant that applicants
could submit work using an iPhone.
With this kind of openness, amateur
photographers with nothing more than
their phones were given a chance to
show what they could do with less of a
background in photography. Some of
the most beautiful shots of BC can be

found on iPhones across campus. Some
photos did not have the best quality once
they were blown up to a larger size, but
the meaning of the photographs is still
clearly evident.
Extensive editing helped bring out
more of the reds in the sunset and the
blues in the sky. Submissions were
included from students of all ages,
showcasing the wide range of student
experiences, spanning from orientation to senior year events. Overall, the
gallery gives students a good idea of
memories that are found throughout BC.
It also harkens back to summer heat and
sunshine that we’ve all missed for a few
months now.

The gallery is a nice place to take a
breather and to check out the variety of
places featured in the photos. For future
galleries, it would be interesting to actually have students have their own display
in the larger gallery located in Devlin to
really give a larger showcase of the different works that students submit—other
forms of media such as drawings of BC
or written submissions really showing
what meant the most to students could
be a nice way to enlarge this project.
In its entirety, the rotating gallery
served its purpose of showing off those
little moments at BC, bringing the
’Gram’s greatest hits to the majestic walls
of Maloney. ¦

Artwork, music, and poetry come together in McElroy’s Yellow Room
From Mic, from B 8

immersed in a bed of flowers. Before
he is able to realize what happened,

The good times continued when The
Laughing Medusa’s own Kaitlin Astrella,
A&S T6, and Nicola McCafferty, A&S
’l7, took the floor to showcase their
writing talents. McCafferty shared a
that she’s
poem with the crowd—one
been working on for three years. Entitled
"Grounded,” McCafferty’s words took
the crowd back to a time when things
were simpler. She told the story of
intertwined fingers and a single summer

it is already too late and the reverse
lawn mower has cranked to a halt. He
discovers a wild and voluminous bed
of flowers, and can’t seem to find his
wife. Quirky, dark, and intriguing, this
little story was received strongly by the
Mac crowd.
Meghan, LSOE ’l6, and Katie
Kelleher, CSOM TB, ended the night on
a musical note with another remarkable
vocal performance, as they sang a

night—“ Our star-spangled fantasy was
bound/by the spine of a single summer

beautiful rendition of “Dreams” by
Fleetwood Mac. The two sisters played
acoustic guitar and layered their voices
on top of one another’s beautifully. After
a performance like that, it was clear that
these two had won the genetic lottery.
All in all, it was a remarkable night
for the arts. The beauty of this event,

the crowd loved it.
night”—and
Astrella’s work falls somewhere in
vein offiction—of reverse lawnmowers
and tulips. She read an excerpt from one
of her short stories. In it, she tells of a
man who develops a reverse lawn mower
that can produce the most beautiful
tulips. His wife loves tulips so she revels
in this new discovery, but this proves to

be to her detriment when her husband
accidentally mows over her and she is

and other events like it, is that it brought
together a broad spectrum of talent—from rap to spoken word, guitar solos
to short stories, and, of course, there
was

free Dunkin.
¦

DAN IELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS STAFF

The Laughing Medusa, Music Guild, and Art club presented an open mic night to celebrate several BC musicians and literary poets.

The Acoustics harmonize pop songs and pop culture in Spring Show
8

From Cafe, From B

songs—“ Gold Digger,” performed by Alex
Rougeau and Josh Behrens, A&S ’lB,
“Good Morning,” performed by Garrett
Little, “Can’t Tell Me Nothing,” performed
by Matt Michienzie, “Power,” performed
by Alex Cavanaugh, and “N—gas in Paris”
performed by Zubair Panjwani, A&S T5.
In a cover that served as the climax to the
mash-up, Little and Macleod climbed on
top of a mountain bike in a true-to-form
rendition of “Bound 2” as the famous
music video played in the backdrop.
Seo then returned to the stage
for a cover of Radiohead’s “Creep.”
Accompanied by the group’s emulation of
guitar riffs, Seo took on the difficult high
notes and Thom Yorke’s characteristic
falsetto and wide vocal range withrelative
ease. Without musical instruments
and the song’s original strong guitar
riffs, Seo conveyed the raw emotional
expressiveness in York’e sustained high
notes.
In another song debut, Megan

Gladden sang a well-executed rendition
of Labrinth’s “Let It Be.” Gladden, in her
upbeat performance of the electronicinspired song, stayed true to Labrinth’s
incorporation of gospel and soul influences.
Without the added synthesizers to the
song, however, Gladden showcased her
impressive vocal ability, evoking a soulful
timbre in her performance.
Audrey Huelsbeck, LSOE T6, took
to the stage in a cover of Sara Bareilles’
“Hercules.” Huelsbeck, in her performance
of the singer’s pop-rock ballad, conveys a
faithful rendition to Bareille’s emotional

vulnerability characteristic ofmany of her
songs. Huelsbeck added her own jazzy and
soulful elements to the song—crafting
a
cover that was both true to the original
yet brought her unique vocal abilities
to light.
Michenzie then returned to the stage
for an arrangement of The Who’s “Pinball
Wizard” and “Baba O’Riley.” While doing
justice to Roger Daltrey’s unparalleled
vocal strength is a difficult feat, Michenzie
was certainly up for the task. In his modern
cover of “Baby O’Riley” and backed by the
vocals of the group, Michenzie added
a contemporary twist to two of classic
rock’s most iconic songs, showcasing the
strength of his vocal abilities.
In a fan-favorite choice, the Acoustics
closed their set with Mark Ronson’s
“Uptown Funk,” much to the elation of
the crowd. Alex Rougeau, A&S TB, and
Olivia Lynch, A&S T7, led with the first
verses of the song, and were eventually
joined by Alex Cavanaugh and Ben Seo.
While incorporating funk and R&B
influences, Garrett Little closed off the
song with Ronson’s distinctive bridge.
Ending the Spring Cafe on a strong note,
the Acoustics’ repertoire features a wide
breadth of genres—spanning from current
chart-toppers, classic rock hits, and
alternative rock songs.
At its best, the group put a twist on
the traditional a capella show—conveying
light-hearted humor through comedy
skits and Jurassic Park themes—all while
highlighting the impressive vocals of its
soloists, breadth of genres—spanning
from current chart-toppers, classic rock
hits, and alternative rock songs. ¦

CLARE KIM / HEIGHTS STAFF

In ‘Jurassic Parkappella,’ the Acoustics took the stage with classic rock arrangements, chart-toppers, and a Kanye West mash-up.
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The Acoustics unleash their inner dinosaur
Alex Cavanaugh, CSOM T7, stepped
onto the stage to cover Foo Fighters’
“Best Of You.” Evoking the raspy
vocals of front man Dave Grohl,
Cavanaugh’s performance was
notable for doing justice to Grohl’s
growl-likerasp while still showcasing
his unique vocal talents. Featuring
beat-boxing accompaniment from
the other members, the Acoustics’
spring show was at its best when it
brought the individual vocal abilities
of its soloists to the forefront of the

By

Summer Lin
Asst. Arts d> Review Editor

When Matt Michienzie, A&S T7,
first stepped in front of the mic in
a green dinosaur onesie, McGuinn
121 transformed from an everyday
lecture hall into a makeshift stage.
Flanked by his other group members,
Michienzie was eventually joined
by Olivia Lynch, A&S 'l7, Lauren
Devito, and Megan Gladden, both
A&S 'l5, in a skillfully-executed
rendition of St. Paul & The Broken
Bones’ “Call Me.” The first set
established the varied tone for The
Acoustics’ “Jurassic Parkapella”
combination of
spring show—a
SNL-like comedy skits, humorous
Jurassic Park-themed costumes,
and a showcase of the unique vocal
abilities of the group’s soloists.
In a debut song for the Acoustics,

stage.
Clad in an appropriately-themed
Barney costume, Taylor Macleod,
A&S 'l5, carried the group into
the next set with a performance
of James Morrison’s “The Pieces
Don’t Fit Anymore.” A fan-favorite

staple in the Acoustics set, Macleod
performed a faithful rendition of the
English songwriter’s melodic croon

while adding his own soulful touch
to the performance.
The Spring Cafe featured
two interludes—SNL-like
comedy
skits that played off the show’s
Jurassic Park theme and popular
culture references to film, reality
television, and celebrities. The first
skit involved casting for the role
of John Hammond and was led by
director Steven Spielberg (Garrett
Little, A&S T5), while making the
notable and obvious references
to Kim Kardashian and a crazed
Spielberg fan.
The second skit fused elements
of Newlyweds and Bridezilla’s
reality television, interviewing
cross-species couples that featured
humans and dinosaurs. The skits, in
addition to serving as intermission
to the musical arrangements, set a
light-hearted and humorous tone

uncharacteristic of traditional a
capella performances.
Organized around the vocal
talents of its soloists, the next
arrangement featured a mash-up of
rapper Kanye West’s most notable
songs. The set opened with a mellow
rendition of West’s “Lost in the
World,” performed by Ben Seo, LSOE
T6. Without the Auto-tune usually
employed by West, Seo performed
a more stripped-down rendition of
the song that was both emotionally
evocative and faithful to its source
material. One might even argue that
Seo’s performance, without being
bogged down by synthesizer effects,
was a more emotionally powerful
rendition than West’s original.
The mash-up then moved onto
covers of some of West’s most iconic

See Cafe, B 7
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The Musical Guild and The Laughing Medusa joined forces for diversity-focused open mic in McElroy’s Yellow Room with performances from William Bolton and Chris Paterno

Musicianship and poetry collide in latest open mic night
By

Liz Holman

Heights Staff
The Yellow Room in Mac turned
into a BC hipster’s paradise this past
Thursday, as the Music Guild, The
Laughing Medusa, and Art Club came
together to showcase just what the
literary and artistic minds of this
campus have to offer.
At the outset, the room was already
teeming with a cluster of supporters
and a small group of artists ready to

INSIDE ARTS
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‘

take the floor, papers in hand and
acoustic guitars strapped to theirbacks.
William Bolton, A&S T6, was the first
artist to perform and he fed off of that
anticipatory energy as he delivered a
noteworthyperformance that set the bar
high for the remaining acts. Bolton was
one of the few brave souls to perform his
own songs, and also one of the few to
rap-two distinctions that elevated him
from the crowd.
Following Will was budding musician
Chris Paterno, A&S T7, who followed

lnsurgent

’
‘

The newest installment in the ‘Divergent’
series still lacks spark of its forebearers, B

in Will’s footsteps and played original
songs (in his case, “Lover, When You
Gonna Come?” and “Your Love”).
His sound took a dramatic turn from
Will’s —he
has the voice of a singersongwriter, of someone like John Mayer,
and puts it to use in folksy selections.
A harmonica and harmonized peddle
accompanied his guitar, creating a
beautiful backdrop to what were alone,

moving lyrics.
As the night wore on, the crowd grew
in size as more and more people passed

Gunman

’

Sean Penn stars in an infuriating psuedothriller that flops in its general execution, B 6

through Mac and found themselves
swept up in the performances. The
atmosphere felt genuine as peers
cheered each other on, offering moral
support to those who were nervous and
applauding the efforts of all those who
were brave enough to share a piece of
themselves. Coffeewas passed around, a
copious amount ofsugar was consumed,
and people kicked back and enjoyed all
the free entertainment.

See Mic, B
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The Acoustics held their annual Spring Cafe with a Jurassic Park’ themefeaturing the usual pop tunes, a skit here and there, and yes, a purple dinosaur..
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The months leading up to the premiere
ofFresh Off the Boat, ABC’s newest sitcom
series, were defined by ambivalence. I
feared another cringe-inducing slew of
Asian-American stereotypes, from Mickey
Rooney’s bucktoothed Mr. Yunioshi in
Breakfast at Tiffany’s to Sixteen Candles’ racially insensitive Long Duk Dong. And while
the 2014 fall network schedule celebrated a
more diverse year in television—from The
Mindy Project, ABC’s Black-ish, to the CW’s
Jane the Virgin —the diversity gap on the
small screen was far from bridged.
The first comedy series to feature an
all-Asian central cast since Margaret Cho’s
All-American Girl aired for one season in
1994, Fresh Offthe Boat follows 12-yearold Eddie Huang (Hudson Yang) and his
Taiwanese family’s move from Washington
D.C. to an all-white suburb in Orlando, Fla.
in search of the elusive “American Dream.”
Based on chef Eddie Huang’s memoir of
growing up with Asian immigrant parents
who ran a steakhouse, Fresh is unafraid to
take on issues of race and assimilation.
Eddie, is depicted as a misfit in many
ways. More interested in the Wu-Tang
Clan and other hip-hop idols than earning
straight As, Eddie is both alienated from his
family and struggles to fit in at an all-white
school. Assimilation is a pivotal theme
for the series—from Eddie’s father, Louis
(Randall Park) who embraces American
culture to Eddie’s brothers, Emery (Forrest
Wheeler) and Evan (lan Chen), who gain social acceptance. The first episodes focus on
Eddie’s difficulties with assimilation, from
his “smelly” Asian food to being called a
derogatory racial term during a lunchroom
confrontation. While Fresh Off theBoat uses
humor to bring racial stereotypes to light,
the series examines racism through the lens
of an all-Asian cast for the first time in 20
years—a feat in itself to be celebrated.
Jessica Huang (Constance Wu), Eddie’s
mother who resents the relocation from
D.C.’s Chinatown, hasbeen subject to both
critical praise and scrutiny. Wu has been
commended for her depiction of an Asian
immigrant parent and critiqued for herperpetuation of the “Tiger mom” trope. While
Jessica caters to Asian stereotypes—such as
her frugality, her inability to tell her children
“I love you,” and her inclination to push Eddie to excel in academics—she teaches her
son about consent and date rape in tandem
with the traditional “sex talk,” something we
rarely see on television. Jessica is a mother
figure whose parenting style is a product
of her cultural background. The important
distinction is thatwhile Asian mothers like
Jessica do exist, she does not represent every
woman of a similar ethnic background.
The series has faced pressure to both
represent and give nuance to the AsianAmerican experience. While the first
episodes makes fun of white people for
humor, the series’ depiction of how people
of color were treated during the 1990s raises
social commentary on race relations. In
one poignant scene, Eddie gains temporary
social acceptance from his white peers for
wearing a Notorious 8.1. G. t-shirt. His black
classmate remarks on the hypocrisy of his
non-black peers bonding over a black artist
while he sits alone at lunch. The title itself,
“Fresh Off the Boat,” is the appropriation of
a term that demeans Asian immigrants who
fail to assimilate into American culture, and
reclaims the phrase as its own.
Real-life Eddie Huang has lamented the
show’s forfeit of lived-in experiences for
mainstream accessibility and “telling white
American stories with Chinese faces.” Fresh
Off the Boat is still fresh, with gimmicky
jokes that sometimes fall flat. The characters are not universal representation for all
Asian-Americans, but a narrative of one
family. However, Fresh has been embraced
by wide audiences and features a strong
Asian cast —an impressive claim considering people of color are accustomed to being
misrepresented on television (either through
invisibility or hyper-visible stereotypes.) The
show is taking a step in the right direction,
albeit not without a few stumbles.
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